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We've allknown for years that \"word of mouth\" is the best form of advertising. Hence this book.The network marketing industry traces its roots to the 1940s when Nutrilite Products, Inc.,launched the sale of food supplement products and, ten years later, Amway introduced thesale of household products. and stress-induced coronaries. You'll
recognize manyof their names. Reaction to family rejection can often beredirected, becoming a positive force for building your business.SUMMARY• Failure in network marketing often results from two problems: 1. He's really excited and the conversation goes something like this:\"Honey, our worries may be over.' I think Phil has given us a gift from
God. Many of the top networkers from every company, both in America andabroad, as well as many network marketing CEOs, have attended our classes, and we'vespent quality personal time with many of them. None of my kids will ever have to sit in the dark at 5:00 A.M. and feeldepressed because they're impoverished. And whatever else you doin
the first year, just don't quit! Because surviving is synonymous with thriving in our industry.Mark Yarnell and Rene Reid YarnellGstaad. Yet they fell victim to theManagement Trap. \"Wait a minute, Bob. In fact, my own father 3 got sucked into some gold scam last summer and put over five grand into the deal, neversigned up one person and has a
garage full of overpriced gold coins gathering dust,\" Stevesays gently but firmly.At this point, or really before the conversation had even gone this far, Bob should haverealized that Steve isn't in the right time in his life to see this opportunity. read this book! The Yarnells, multi-million dollar income earnerswith twenty years experience, provide a
comprehensive operational structure . They expressed theirgratitude for my help and for leading them to great changes in their lives. I canstrive to be well received by those I approach and that is a one-step process calledperseverance. They've laid off thirty-five menand women this quarter and I could be next. Forthe past several years, we have been
fortunate to teach America's only college-levelcertification course in network marketing with Harvard Ph.D., Charles King at the Universityof Illinois at Chicago. Just imagine the chaos.To begin with, Jeff had trained no one to do anything except send him leads, and none of thefrontline people who had signed up under his ten personally sponsored
folks had beentrained to do anything but send in their prospects. That's what we love mostabout our business. We thank you.To Dr. Charles King, for believing enough in us and in our industry to team with us increating the first network marketing certification course ever offered. We realize this ischanging in America, but this phenomenon is still
prevalent in Eastern cultures and amongolder generations. We do not know any distributors earning bigmoney who bought their way to the top. The truth is, I should have spent only one week in each city trainingDad and Melissa—then they might have both been prepared to build their groups.\"If you find yourself alone in network marketing, with
none of your family members supportingyou, there are better ways to transform them than trying to coerce them into the businessand then doing it all for them. Afterrecognizing my own stupidity in prejudging a maid, I made the decision to never again violatethe one definitive precept in our industry: 'There's a seed of greatness in everyone. Second,
do the first couple of meetingsfor each new distributor, then cut the cord thus enabling their distributors to become leadersthemselves.Ours is a business of leaders building their front lines and teaching their people to do thesame. So. not only does Bob beginto see the wisdom in networking, but he actually finds himself enthusiastic about
theearnings potential. Brooke, Chairman and CEO of Oxyfresh Worldwide, Inc. regardless of the circumstances.SUMMARY• Managing an organization is a time-wasting practice that does for others what they should be doing for themselves, thereby creating codependency.• Supporting the members of your group means being there for them when
they call to ask for guidance, moral support, or request that you talk to one of their serious prospects.• Managing organizations for our families and friends often causes the very people we love most to fail.• Practicing a management mode is counterproductive for both those being managed and those doing the managing.• We are empowered far less
by heredity, luck, and circumstances, than by our vision of what we believe is truly possible for ourselves.• Don't be offended—be joyous—when new recruits finish their training and go to work without calling you every day and asking you to do everything for them.• In this business, everyone has the ability to do great things, but those who lean on
their uplines for every single thing are usually the ones who fail.• What makes our industry so much grander than traditional employment opportunities is the fact that we are compensated ethically and generously for our productivity.• If new associates want to earn more than the leader above them, they just need to be more productive, i.e., recruit
more active frontline distributors and customers than do their uplines. \"Buying-in\" will always backfire with distributors whosimply cannot afford it and have no legitimate outlet for moving the products. King, Professor of Marketing, University of Illinois at Chicago, Seminar Leader, UIC Certificate Seminar in Network Marketing\"A highly original
work from two people who have dedicated themselves to the personalenhancement of network marketing distributors worldwide.\" - Lou Tice, Author, Chairman, Lecturer, and Co-Founder of the Pacific Institute, Inc.\"The Yarnells are insightful, educated teachers in the world of network marketing. Neverqualify prospects for any reason.' \"Nearly a
decade later, Kathy Denison is one of network marketing's true heroines. I need this. Doug was then serving as special assistant to President Bush. That is the absoluteantithesis of what is required to succeed in our profession. If you manage your downline, so will they. We all hate rejection, and none is worse than when we are mocked byfriends,
family, and acquaintances. The hardest thing I ever did was to leave the comfort zone of myjewelry business. Because of this book, you won't have to endure thesame unnecessary losses we did. Then, almost in a single week, it all changed.Mike, once the best recruiter in the whole group, had secretly slipped into a managementmode. Upline
magazine, an industry trade publication, maintains an \"Upline Index\" thattracks the financial performance of these public network marketing companies. It shows you exactly where thepitfalls lie and how to avoid them. It was exactly whatMike was looking for—a deal with no inventory, no product information to learn, no trainingrequired and no
baby-sitting a downline. In a shorttime you've got a bunch of people with garages full of dust-gathering products, and then it'sjust a matter of time until they become disgusted and quit. Actually, if you train new frontline people properly basedon the systems we will advance throughout this book, rejection will be the least of your -worries. In a last
ditch effort to shut Bob up, Steve may actually agree togo to a presentation. We believe in this group and in its leadership, and are convinced that this timethey are on track to set both economic and industry records in their country.It's crucial to learn from other people's mistakes, so pay close attention to this story. Just sponsor people and when they
order anything,the upline gets a cut . In her own words, \"When traditional business grows, an entire population can bereduced to rats. We see it as almost guaranteed suffering. .One month later, Mike found a new company, a wholesale buyers club. Recruiting is the only viable way to offset the inevitability of 24 attrition. The question, the very real
nagging, haunting question was: Should I doit? Where was this $15,000 a month they'd heardabout? outstandingcontent . Unfortunately, manypeople heard that audiotape far too late in their network marketing careers and, while theyenjoyed a good chuckle because they could identify with our admitted first-year problems,most had already lost their
upstart enthusiasm so necessary for success. I will finish this race and I will win.'\"From that moment on, I set out to break the cycle of poverty. Jimmy Kossert of Renton,Washington, is one of the legendary \"big money\" earners in the networking industry. Many prospects were signing up and their weekly volumes, in starterkits alone, were going
through the ceiling. My familybegan to snicker. not just those in our own industry, and we think they should do thesame.Spanning our collective twenty years in the field of professional network marketing, we havebeen blessed to speak to hundreds of thousands of marvelous people in every part of theworld. ment was \"John, I guess everyone has to
do something. Those four months that I dedicated tomanaging my father and his entire group were the most counterproductive of myentire careerin networking. But no one can write as dramatically and accurately about Kathy asMark Yarnell, who personally sponsored her and served as her mentor for her first years inthis business.\"When I first met
Kathy Denison in Aspen, Colorado, in 1987, she was a single parent livingin a tiny one-bedroom apartment doing her best to support her family on her meager maid'sincome. If you stop recruiting before you are earning enough to livecomfortably, then you lose valuable ground. Ahead is the possibility of the regeneration of individuality,liberty,
community, and ethics such as the world has never known, and a harmony withnature, with one another, and with the divine intelligence such as the world has neverdreamed.\" DEE HOCK Founder of Visa CONTENTSFOREWORD • VIIIACKNOWLEDGMENTS . Thanks forthe memories.To our close friend, Richard Brooke, president and founder of
Oxyfresh, for trusting us totrain your distributors early in our careers (even though we were in a competing company).We try to emulate your integrity.And finally, to the numerous and enthusiastic network marketers who have touched our livesover more than a decade. As I tiptoed to the bedsides of my one- andthree-year-olds, I silently affirmed, 'I
will do for you what my great-grandfather would havedone given the same opportunity. I admired her decisionand decided, once again, to manage my sister's entire downline. Almost every person that I called was 5 unwilling to even meet with me. You can try to avoid the pain of rejection by saying nothing, doing nothing, being nothing.• Persistence,
coupled with absolute belief, can never be defeated.• When you are not getting the support that you desire from family and friends, begin first by focusing on your own attitude and changes in their behavior will naturally follow.• Once you are trained, begin immediately by picking up the phone and calling the people on your list.• Don't let \"call
reluctance\" and the fear of rejection stop you before you start on your adventure in network marketing.• Rely on the credibility of your upline leaders.• Remember, you are in business for yourself, but you are never in business by yourself. FrankPinelli of West Linn, Oregon, had been in the business all of one week when he experiencedone of the
worst rejections of his life. Here's the classic scenario.Bob is at a transitional place in his life and open to a career change. Be joyous! In this businesseveryone has the ability to do great things, but those who lean on their uplines for everythingare usually the ones who fail the most rapidly. It's a matterof raising their curiosity, not satisfying it.\" He
goes on: \"I was doing so much of the wrong,eventually it just started to add up! From all the mistakes I made, I learned and now teachfrom experience to eliminate logic in your own mind and simply do what's been done by theexperts and authorities of the industry who have already made all of the mistakesthemselves. You are destined to change the
course of history and to lead theway for the growing number of professionals seeking an alternative lifestyle in the newmillennium. Other services have included creditcards, financial services, insurance, prepaid legal services, travel, self-development, andmotivational programming. You're serious, aren't you? You want it to come alive? His keen
insightshave been invaluable to us over the years, and his dynamic wife, Sandra, has directed all ofour college certification courses. Whatever it takes. I grew numb. These stories arecommensurate with ushering in a new industry. The real problem is 7 this: Once they've told you not to get involved, even if you later skillfully prove them wrongand
answer every one of their concerns, they will not sign up ! Remember, once they'veridiculed you for getting into MLM, they cannot afford to sign up themselves because that'stantamount to admitting their own foolishness. To this day they blame it all on the compensation plan, theproduct pricing, and the failure of the industry in that country. Unlike
pioneers of the Old West who circled their wagons to fight off attacks,whenever one or more companies in our industry is threatened, we circle our wagons andfire inward.The old tactic of \"divide and conquer\" has been quite effective in the traditional businessworld. Before we tell his story, we would like to tell you a little about the man. They
developed slides for hotel meetingsbecause they believed their compatriots would respond especially well to that kind ofpresentation. If you make contact with a hundred people in the course of a week,twenty of whom say, \"Yes, I'd be interested in looking at what you have,\" and eighty of whomsay, \"No thanks,\" your focus will be on the positive.
Because Steve is a professional who knows many quality people, Bob isabsolutely convinced that, of all his friends, Steve has the greatest potential. We are sharing with you the practical, proven survival tactics used by many ofthe legends of this industry so that you also can prosper abundantly. Over the years, we have promoted PowerMulti-Level
Marketing (our book) and All You Can Do by A. And remember, \"Newblood is the lifeblood of any organization.\" Continually sponsoring new associates addsvitality to an entire business. It was caretaking their organization combinedwith their futile need to be \"first\" that brought them down. This couple sponsored thirty-one people their first
month.They sponsored an additional nineteen people over the next four months. 21 Here's the irony. 28 When new associates join your organization and have definite prospects to whom they knowthey can sell their starter packages, promotional volume can be a valuable tool for creatingthe often-needed initial volume swell to get distributors
through qualification requirements.But first-year networkers often get confused by this sudden spurt of success and startthinking that they have created a solid flow of -volume throughout their organization.Promotional volume does not result in a stable organization. Many of the heaviest hitters innetwork marketing become surprisingly inarticulate
when you try to get them to explain thenuts and bolts behind their success. It's about survival in the midst ofwidespread failure. Prospecting small numbersmakes the rejection bigger than life; prospecting large numbers focuses our attention onthose who say yes. Then the nextthing you know, our network marketer is having weekly baby-sitting
sessions in the livingroom of someone's home.Fortunately for Amway, two of their biggest leaders saw the folly of this philosophy early on.Because, as leaders, they command so much respect and loyalty from their downlines, theywere able to immediately replace this concept with more realistic guidelines by removing onebestselling book from their
sales tool repertoire. The tragedy is that those very circumstances could quite easily beminimized if not completely eliminated through preparation and proactive measures. And I brought homesome samples of the products. In fact, we'll examine severalscenarios.Because the timing is right in his life, Bob is excited. The mistaken belief that the goal is
to overcome objections, sign up people at all cost, then drag them across the finish line through motivation and management systems.• If warm or cold market prospects are approached properly, they will only reject your offer if the timing is not right, in which case you want to gently back off and re-approach them every six months.• Rejection is your
ally, not your adversary, and if handled properly it will expe- dite your recruiting activities and actually set you up for a positive outcome.• Don't talk about this business with friends or relatives until after you have made a commitment and have been trained. Quitting is the one sure way to fail.Surviving the first year establishes a new distributor with
a good basis for success. Kathy had always believed that she had the talent and mind-set to become amillionaire, but her introduction to MLM was the very first time she'd ever been exposed to abusiness with no limits and no major capital investment. Today, they both love what they do andhave their sights set on making it all the way to the top. But I
ruined it for him. We areirrevocably convinced that network marketing is the very best, high-integrity economicsystem for global solutions to some very pressing problems in such places as Third Worldcountries. that \"MLM is a scam.\"He came to that conclusion without ever having called a single prospect.Not Being Taken SeriouslyTHOSE who
make it past the initial fears of getting started will often be assailed by otherelements of the Rejection Rocket. By the time he discovered the truth, it was too late, forthey had both mentally and emotionally burned out.Within five months of the day that Mark sponsored Jeff and Mary, they were sellingeverything but their clothes and leaving town
humiliated. Two other top leaders followed themout of the business, but at the request of some of the emerging leaders in this group, we arecontinuing to work with them. Or, had the approach been emotionally positive instead ofintellectually negative, the outcome might have been different.But keep in mind that even if the circumstances differ, the
outcome is often the same. Many psychiatrists subscribe to the theory that90 percent of the solution to any problem consists in the awareness of that problem'sexistence. He went to work frontline recruiting and refused to slow down until heachieved his first goal. During this time, I have had the privilege ofinterviewing some of the top leaders in the
industry, and listening as they revealed theirhardest won and most closely held success secrets. Yet, when I awakened from my need-to-be-needed stupor, I was astounded to discover that the Clifton boys had passed me by. The Yarnells provide you with a wealth of savvy advice on everything you need to know to succeed in network marketing, such
as proven systems for recruiting, training, growing and supporting your downline, and much more. Nothing is worththis kind of humiliation. Nearly one thousand students have graduated from ourcourse to become network marketing professionals. and itis here I shall remain!\" Maria is convinced that we all have to operate on our own agenda,not
someone else's.May you be as fortunate as Frank, Dennis, and Maria when you have one of your friends putyou down or scoff at you. And yet that is comparable to what happens to brand new distributors. While some choose network marketing as ameans to an end (wealth), others simply enjoy it for its own merits.These folks join Multi-Level
Marketing to build their confidence, widen their circle of friends,and feel more productive. And what is it they are sosteadfastly pursuing? Thus, seven out of ten people approached with only the new division just weren'tinterested. Shewas in an abusive marriage and her twelve-year-old daughter was suffering the pain ofseeing her mother mistreated.
I wasso enthusiastic that I went charging out and actually obtained a client the first week. That's fine with ice cream ora good movie, but it's not right to share this business with anyone until you're completelytrained and knowledgeable about our company. If youstop building your frontline before you have a solid income, you will fail in this business.
Their commitment to thesuccess of others and their courage to speak their hearts and minds have transformed thelives of hundreds of thousands. The next week I was on a plane to Missouri to sign up my father andget him out of traditional business. We sponsored one couple, taught them everything we knew, and workedthrough them to build a
dynasty in the new country. Hopefully, they willspread this spirit and touch far more lives than we did,Three generations of family love have been the driving force behind the many financial,emotional, and spiritual blessings we have enjoyed during our shared lives together. And while we've heard our industry denigrated in a variety of ways, not once
have weheard it referred to as \"the rat race.\" This graphic description has been used on everycontinent, and translated into every language, to depict traditional business. Meeting attendance and brochure reading doesn't count as \"real time.\"When first launching your business, if your goal is to build an organization, 80 percent ofyour time should
be spent prospecting. Tell me I'm not hearing you say this!\"Bob grins and reaches out to touch his wife's arm and she jerks it away, snarling like acornered wharf rat. Many network marketers earning millions each year have joinedus in projects to make the world a better place. Poverty is no refuge for the war-shocked, weary soul.\"And so I
conquered. See? \"Rat race\"literally means a sprint between the world's most deplorable rodents, those who actuallywiped out half the population of England during the Black Plague. We have a company car, healthinsurance, and we just bought our dream home. Simply put, in month three, Jeff and Marywere so caught up in the muck and mire of the
Management Trap that they couldn't move inany direction.Some new distributors were saying they'd been misled and demanded their money back.Some were angry that they hadn't yet met qualification requirements. However, unless the recruiter carefully prepares Bobfor rejection, Bob is now set up for failure. Over the next five years he created a
six-figure income; then, due to amerger, he was laid off. In Paul's own words, \"I'm sure there are people who breeze into MLM andskate their way to the top, but this was not my case. Nothing can empty your emotionalgas tank quicker.\"In that sense, for the first time in my life, I had met my match. On the otherhand, if you approach only ten people,
two of whom say they are willing to take a look andthen decide against it, your attention inevitably is on the entire ten who got away. If there's one primary lesson we learned during our first few years innetworking, it's that those recruits who need us the most usually succeed the least. I told him on the telephone that I had become a distributorin a
new company in the field of network marketing. Perhaps no woman in network marketing's forty-five-year span has betterexemplified the transition that can occur in a woman's life once she begins to accept andproject her strength than Kathy Denison.At the age of thirty, Kathy Denison awakened to realize that she was living a nightmare. That is,
until six months before my graduation.\"I didn't realize it at the time, but Dad really wanted out of the stress. There were twomajor triumphs: First, the one remaining executive distributorship today earns us more than50 percent of our income. It's unnecessaryto fall into a management mode when what we truly need to do as a leader is provide
aduplicable strategy for our new associates, then allow them to create their own success.\"Jo and Rick Tonita are networkers who are among the top sales leaders in their company inCanada, having now been nearly twenty years with only one company. Ask my wife, I'm not even good at baby-sitting my own kids. And the reason I explained our
backgrounds here in such detail is to helpyou understand my reason for wanting so desperately to help him. We agree. Let us quickly point out that there is a significant difference between managing andsupporting a downline organization. Let me ask you,Steve, would Tuesday or Thursday be better for you?\" Bob is proud of his canned response,but
as we'll see, his pride is very fleeting.\"C'mon Bob, you and I go way back. If I quit now, I'll never have to go through that again.'\"I can remember slipping into that `black hole' that so many new distributors never come outof . In order to \"find\" those leaders,you must keep prospecting and recruiting, realizing that new blood is the. Dad had heard
from my sister that I'd built a sizable downline andwas earning more each month than he was earning in a year. I moved to Seattle several years ago because of the quality of life. At first, the audience glances around the room in uttershock and disbelief. Today they earn a five-figure monthlyincome. Those with leadership ability will seek out other top
leaders to mentor them and givethem help in closing serious prospects. And keep in mind that we are still avery young industry with an expansive, promising future. Those feelings continued for my firsteighteen months in MLM because my friends were important, and their acceptance wascrucial.\"Then it hit me. You've got to get rid of any personal
perceptions you may have and try toaccept from the beginning that it's going to be a lot of hard work on a very consistent basis.\"After a year of hard work, Ron had matched his previous income. This is it. Had Mark been in Florida instead of Austin, Texas, he might have beenable to steer them right. Here, Ibrought some home for you to try. It is an
obvious butunspoken phenomenon. Itis the most important type of volume because it represents money spent by bona fidecustomers for items that their families consume and then reorder. Within five years, she would berelaxing on the beach in San Diego in her dream home with a husband, Mark Rogow, whoshares her goals and dreams.Many people
were first introduced to Kathy Denison and her remarkable story in RichardPoe's bestseller Wave 3. He actually began to laugh out loud. One hundred percent of our population bathes, shampoos, shaves,moisturizes, deodorizes, and brushes their teeth with reason-able regularity. Apparently, in myignorance, I failed to see his hope that following
college graduation—an event, by the way,that never occurred—I would be interested in becoming his partner, perhaps even one daytaking over the entire ad agency. Let's also assume that Bob has signed up. Werespect all companies. We truly believe that one of the severalreasons that Amway has continued to grow and become a multibillion-dollar
empire, whilenone of their competitors have done half as well, is the absence of widespread disseminationof this management philosophy. But almost 26 immediately after the opening, the couple we sponsored stopped building their frontline andstarted managing their group. Supporting an organization, on the other hand, is part of theteam approach
inherent in network marketing. Let 'em laugh.\"Maria Perkins of Santa Barbara has been with her company for eight years and has made itto the third level of her compensation plan. Consequently, ourmost successful leaders continue to recruit large numbers of frontline distributors and teachtheir people to do the same.Baby-Sitting the
DownlineBEFORE we met, one of Rene's most promising groups was in Rochester, New York. But he discovered that they didn't need him like they did in the very beginning.They had their serious prospects call him to confirm the authenticity of this business and tobe closed, but, otherwise, they understood the simplicity of recruiting and training
others, andthey just did it. Network marketing has an entirely different set of entrapments ofits own. And that can bemore devastating than any other form of rejection because you'll feel deceived. Over the years they did quite well, but in the end bothopted to pursue other avenues and today we earn not one penny from the efforts ofextensively
working with relatives. What makes our industry so much granderthan traditional employment opportunities is the fact that we are compensated for ourproductivity. Be there torender moral support, coaching assistance, help in closing prospects—but don't do for themwhat they must do for themselves. Often it'sthe most sophisticated executives who
carry this secret phobia, not of actually beingrejected, mind you, but of the fear that they might be. When corporate politics became unbearable, John, with hisfather's understanding and support, went to work for a competitor and tripled his incomeduring the first year. The original division upon which the company was founded consisted of
personalcare products. The only real value to come out of it was that I learned about the devastationof playing nursemaid to one leg of my downline and began immediately to incorporate it intoour training sessions in order to keep others from making the same mistake.\"When I left Springfield, everything I had built began to crumble immediately.
Thank God network marketinghas given me the freedom to run errands during the times when others are confined to theirlittle cubicles, but it will just be a matter of time before I have to look elsewhere fortranquility.\"We feel we have an awesome responsibility to educate as many people as possible to thefact that they need no longer participate in
the god-awful stress of traditional linear business.We wholeheartedly agree with Art Williams, the author of All You Can Do, when he suggeststhat we should all become crusaders in an effort to save the masses—at least those who willlisten—from their headlong pursuit into eighty-hour weeks, mediocre incomes. Several studies have predicted thata
third of all goods and services will be moved via network marketing in western nationsshortly after the turn of the century, and this could be as high as 50 percent in developingnations by the year 2110.Historically, the industry has been product-driven, selling from the traditional categories ofpersonal care, vitamin/ nutritional supplementation, home
and family care. Two couplesgot together and hired an attorney on a contingency basis and filed amisrepresentation/fraud case against Jeff, who then had to spend countless hours preparingfor depositions. (There's a specific \"six-month\" rule we'llpresent later in the book that will help you avoid Bob's dilemma. Often, a week or so before they quit,
we 9 hear the essence of their failure in the remark, \"If something doesn't happen soon, we'regoing to have to get a job to make ends meet.\" In traditional business, things may justhappen, but in network marketing, success comes to those who make things happen.And by the way, \"call reluctance\" is not an experience limited to nonprofessionals.
He asked John to sit down andbegan inquiring about his goals. So, naturally,when Prima Publishing contacted us about doing a book, not long after its marveloussuccess publishing Richard Poe's legendary Wave Three books, we jumped at the opportu-nity with tremendous enthusiasm.As industry advocates, we believe that when any network
marketing company fails, we allsuffer. But here's the real tragedy: Dad had the ability to succeed dramatically in networkmarketing. And the best part, says Larry, is \"My mom doesn't think of me as avitamin salesman anymore! Thank God for small miracles.\" This story teaches us that weneed not be managers, and demonstrates that people who
have the will to succeed . Turn your battles into a motivational force and let that force propel you through thoseearly rejections. Shedding my old self and becoming a new person wasindeed a painful transition. Once again, I fell unwittingly victim to this administrative role.Meanwhile, all my other organizations across the country were feeling the
frustration ofseldom reaching me because I was so vitally focused on managing my own family's groups.\"To make a long story short, when I went back to my own home in Aspen, Colorado, I hadsuccessfully wasted over eight months building executive down-lines for both my father andsister. As he tells the story, \"It really hurt when my father said,
'Son, you'reembarrassing me and ridiculing the family name in Missouri by selling snake oil in one ofthose damn pyramid scams!' It hurt because I had always loved and respected my father. Thosepeople make $200 a month and nine out of ten of them fail.\" John assured his father that hisdisapproval of the new career path he had chosen was
understandable and that he justdidn't want to rely on his father for normal family support.When John did not become defensive, something clicked in his father, who seemed torealize that he was treating his son like a carpetbagger. let's say that even if twenty friends and relatives reject you and tell you you're animbecile, you do not collapse under the
weight of their negative attitudes. Much of ourmost important data has been exhaustively researched and compiled by him. Both of us suffered the misplaced personal guilt of signing up aclose friend who just couldn't make it in this business. Because this is a business ofduplication, your people will do what you do. Bobcan anticipate the primary
objections used by prospective MLM’ers and has memorized aresponse for each one. 6 Let's set the stage. People who teach this philosophy do so innocently because that's whatthey've been taught through their upline leaders who learned to do this through books andtapes. Traditional businessoffers these things for a few people, whereas success is
possible for so many in networkmarketing.\"To remember now that I almost quit because of my wounded pride helps me to understandwhat my new downline reps face. Not only is he well on hisway, appreciative for his father's rejection and eventual acceptance, but John plans to retireat the same time as his father so that they can enjoy the wealth
together, grateful for hisfather having started him off on the right foot. We regret that, due to editorial restrictions, we were unable to include each andevery narrative. Theproblem was that all Dad's people looked to me for leadership because I was doingeverything for him. Survive your first year and you've got a tremendousopportunity to join those
legends.From Mark's father telling him that he is \"ruining the family name by doing MLM,\" to a hungryreporter asking the attorney general of Nevada to investigate our company in hopes ofuncovering a scandal or conflict of interest while Rene was serving as chairman of theCounty Commission, the two of us have survived some fairly devastating
ambushes. Spiritually, maybe. Instead, Mark called Richard Kall, his upline mentor, who persuaded him toremain in the business. He started tolaugh uncontrollably! After a few minutes when he regained his composure, he said, 'Dennis,don't let yourself worry about that goober. While we can never actually lose our downlines—unless we stopordering
products—our downline leaders can certainly pass us in earnings. Their formula for success is severe and merciless. At the time, Dennis was a student in the doctoral program at theUniversity of Texas and David was a detective with the Houston Police Department. It just isn't working anymore. It involves responding to legitimate requestson the part
of any and all of your associates to help close a serious prospect or give themencouragement when they are feeling down. To this day, we canwrite without equivocation that you could take away everything we own—our income, our en-tire downline, homes and cars—and our involvement in network marketing would be justifiedin its entirety because
of the joy we felt for Kathy and Mark on that afternoon. Theguy's name was Jerry Vaughn, and he was preparing to launch a new pet store in a little 18 shopping center near our home. They must prospect, recruit, and train their own frontlineassociates.Quit or Take It to the MoonTHE truth is that success in our industry does not result from extensive
management.Success comes from a person with leadership skills having the vision, enthusiasm, andwillingness to recruit other frontline leaders who, in turn, use and share the products orservices. Why? With the forthcoming deregulation of the public utilities industriesbetween 1998 and 2002, network marketing companies are positioning
themselves to enterthis market as well.The evolving maturity of our industry is clearly demonstrated by the twenty networkmarketing companies now traded publicly on NASDAQ and the New York Stock Exchange.And many others are preparing to \"go public.\" In order to file an Initial Public Offering (IPO),companies must establish standardized
accounting procedures and be open to Securitiesand Exchange Commission (SEC) scrutiny and control. Fornearly two years, everything went well. All he saw were the numbers and their volumes looked great. Don't tell me you andChristy have been sucked into one of those scams!\"Of course, Bob has been trained, albeit improperly, to handle
objections and he's armed forbattle. Both of us fell into themanagement trap at different points in our respective first years and wound up baby-sittingpeople who never would have succeeded no matter what we had done because they weren'twilling to do what we did. Napoleon Hill, the author of the classic Think and GrowRich, helped me understand
that my state of mind must be one of absolute belief . Second, she had enthusiasm, a very warmsmile, and, although she was working as a maid, she was definitely a 'people person.' Natu-rally, the old 'recruiting Yarnell' came out as he generally does whenever I meet a strongpersonality.\"But in Kathy's case, I suppressed my enthusiasm as rapidly as
it surfaced, mainly because Iwanted to devote a solid year to snow skiing, hang-gliding, and writing the first edition of mybook Power Multi-Level Marketing. I either quit or become a leader right nowand take this thing to the moon.\" A few minutes later, his mother called and said, for the lifeof her, she couldn't understand why a talented young
attorney with a master's degree inclinical psychology who owned a success-ful business would give all of that up to be avitamin salesman!Larry is convinced that all of those experiences, especially being left on his own, whichforced him to become a leader to his organization, were the best things that ever happenedto him in business. The first year in
this business is not justchallenging—it is more akin to going into combat. So, many thanks to Charles and SandraKing.Network marketing is indeed the greatest opportunity in the history of capitalism, and weconsider ourselves very privileged to be able to participate in the industry. Ratherthan working your new associate's list, teach your
distributors how to work their own. I was just over at Phil's and he and Nancy have gotten into anew business that looks really great. But for those who stick it out, it offers therealistic hope of genuine financial freedom.This is a book that every first-time networker needs to read. He's sure he will \"win the battle.\" But it won't happen. Their downfall
began their fifthmonth in the business when they stopped recruiting frontline.The good news is that this is not the end of the story. If all of America's \"garage products\" were put together for one big fleamarket, we're sure it would stretch from Missouri to Maine.Don't ever allow yourself to be duped into believing that you can \"buy\" your way to the
top ofa company. Both types of volume serve theirpurpose in network marketing, but the majority of new distributors will benefit from beingintroduced to a low-cost product starter package, consisting of products, training, or servicesthey will personally use, which is the essence of starting people in our business.Some people caught up in supervising
their groups who are simultaneously working towardpromotions and higher rankings within their companies will often purchase unneededproducts and then teach their personally sponsored frontline distributors to do the same thingin order to meet requirements for advancement. Do you realize how many hours I've been working? Network
marketing annual sales are nearing $20billion in the United States alone, being moved by an estimated 8 million people. Ihad no problem with rejection. And it does so in language that anyone can understand,reinforcing each point with inspiring, real-life anecdotes. Offer your customers the opportunity to redirect their spending on commonly used
products they are already using. Suddenly, outwalks a person who has never had even one lesson and knows nothing about music. I can't even fail right.\"In that sense, my early anticipated struggles in network marketing were a disappointment. But ittook an early morning self-evaluation to break an inherited cycle that had predominated inhis family
for over a century. I had no money coming in, no chanceto return to a downward-spiraling real estate market with any hope of financial recovery, noexperience in other fields, no college education, and no will to persevere. You've been with your company for seven years. That isthe ultimate rejection. So he began in a predominantly cold market.Later,
he finally recruited a few parishioners after he was himself certain of his company'slong-term stability. If we want to change others, we begin by changing ourselves,and alterations in their behavior will naturally follow.The truth is that we are empowered far less by heredity, luck, and circumstances, than byour vision of what we believe is truly
possible for ourselves. Then, simply teach them to duplicate the process.Larry Pepe was a new networker who experienced a series of nightmares starting up hisbusiness: His sponsor quit almost immediately; his upline executive tried to talk him out ofgoing forward on the accelerated program; of his first twenty-three distributors, twenty-twoquit and
of his first three in qualification, all failed; one of his \"gold stars\" was arrested onemonth before becoming his first executive; another turned out to be a con man who wasbeing sued for fraud; and a heavy hitter from Australia was diagnosed with terminal cancer—all of this in the first three months of Larry's new network marketing business!
31 Then came the crowning blow—the upline leader who had supported him called to say shewould not be available for a while because of personal problems that she needed to resolve.Larry remembers sitting on the edge of his bed after hanging up the phone, staring blanklyinto space, thinking \"God is testing me. They will become involved in all
manner of unproductive activities just to avoidhaving to, in the words of the great Nike, \"Just do it!\" Then after days, weeks, and sometimeseven months of such busywork, they will decide that this business just doesn't work. Now let's look at two possible outcomes. In fact, unbeknown to Bob, he may actually do irreparable damage to theirfriendship
by continuing to pursue the matter. I meanyou weren't serious were you?\" His wife finds this inconceivable.\"Honey listen, it doesn't matter. If for no other reason than to help people avoid that, we feel that this is a bookwhose time has come because the human condition should be a joyous flight among eagles,not a frenzied dash among rodents.Betty
Carter, formerly senior vice president for the Pacific Stock Exchange, recently shared agraphic comparison between the rat race of traditional business and the freedom of networkmarketing. But we know many who have garages full ofproducts. I recruited her frontlineleaders, trained them, and supported them because Melissa just couldn't violate
the trustTupperware had placed in her. I found my 'why.\"We hope this book will help you find your \"why\" too. How do you support a large group, you may ask? We admitted that, in spite of our suc-cess, we both considered quitting many times during those first years. Yet we have rarely met anyone who has worked steadily in network marketing
whodoesn't eventually achieve success. Thebaby cries when I pick her up because I'm virtually a stranger. I later found out from Mom that he saw it as a realslap in the face after all the years of working together. The point is 2 this: We are convinced that as many as 50 percent of all potentially successful networkersfail before ever getting started
because their sponsor does not prepare them for the spouseRejection Rocket. It is critical that you not say anything to anyone until we havetaught you a successful approach.\"If you begin talking to your relatives and friends about this industry, most of them are goingto tell you that you've lost your mind. That all changed, however, when I received
anapology call a year later. A respected friend had, in so many words, called me worse than abum living on the streets!\"Two years have passed and today I truly owe my ex-friend a debt of gratitude. Shake off any residue of negative self-esteem, any 10 emotional baggage that you may be carrying around, and take pride in yourself. Doug has filled
auditoriums and soccer stadiums in Poland,Hungary, France, Turkey, the United Kingdom, Australia, Indonesia, and the United Stateswith eager network marketers in just the last year.So what does a legend like Doug Wead do with his money, credibility, time freedom, andpower? And lest you not understand what we mean by pressing problems,
we'll give youjust one example. That's when ithit the proverbial fan.\"'What the hell, son. Although the participants are somewhat different, the outcome isequally predictable and negative. Over the past fifty years, the industry has matured into alegitimate and efficient channel of distribution ideally suited for the next wave about to breakin the world
of business. Therefore, should it notalso be the most lucrative?We have recorded a couple of dozen audiotapes during our collective twenty years innetwork marketing, and the one that is still the most requested is entitled, \"If MLM Is SoGreat, Why Am I So Depressed?\" We think the reason people enjoy that tape is because wedared to tell the truth
about the pitfalls in this industry. Some members of my downline began thanking me. What's the problem?\" Rene was concerned.\"I don't know. For the next several years, I wrote copy and created ads forclients whom I picked up along the way. Each time we found a goodperson, especially one who appeared to need saving, we would end up
dedicating much ofour time managing that individual and his or her entire organization. Last year it distributed $73 million worth of medicine and famine relief totroubled areas of our world.Let's now visit Doug's first year in network marketing through his own eyes as he writespowerfully and humorously about his life experiences.\"Most of us
involved in network marketing are gluttons for punishment. We appreciate you.To the publishers of Success magazine—especially Duncan Anderson--for believing in usenough to print our articles on this industry at a time when no other periodicals were willingto risk telling the truth about our remarkable profession. Jeff signed up ten people on his
front line, thenimmediately told those men and women—some of Miami's real movers and shakers—to startsending prospects to his weekly meetings conducted exclusively on the top floor of theircorporate building. Go back to what works and whatyou do best—recruit.\"\"I just can't see the light at the end of the tunnel. leisure andeducational
products. But it wasn't the cost of merchandisethat led to their failure, nor was it the company's remuneration method or the inadequacy ofnetwork marketing in that part of the world. The secret is not managingyour organization; rather it's finding leaders, who will in turn find other leaders. Your boss loves you like his own son and isabout to
recommend you to the Golden Acres Country Club. But for now, let's assumeBob is unaware of it.) Unfortunately, Bob is relentless. In 1996, thisindex showed an increase in stock market value for the industry of more than 63 percent ascompared to the Dow Jones Industrial Average increase of only 33 percent and the Standard& Poor's 500 Index
increase of 34 percent. Consider the impact of Richard's inspiration. I'm recommending this book to all of my networkmarketing students.\" - Charles W. After all, they'd beensending Jeff and Mary leads for eighty days. They knew he deplored big recruitingmeetings, that he spoke against offices, that he taught everyone to avoid baby-sitting distributors at all costs. I was much quicker to respectand identify with the people who turned me down than those rare prospects whom I wasactually able to 'recruit.' Each rejection was only positive reaffirmation of my own negativeself-image. It will take about an hour at the mostand we can see you on Tuesday evening at 8:00 or Thursday at 7:30.
This slow start was mainly because Markabandoned his warm market. Bob beginshis approach: \"You know, Steve, the other reason I called is to try to set up a convenienttime when you and Sally can come over and take a look at a new business my wife and Ihave . This nearly two-fold gain of the networkmarketing industry over traditional
corporations has created considerable excitement amongsavvy investors.The average person needs as little as $200 or $300 to get started in network marketing.Included in this figure is the purchase of some widely accepted products or services to bepersonally used and shared with others. We'll teach you how to survive all ofthose booby traps—in
fact. But Bob is about to be blindsided by the Rejection Rocket, an inevitabilityseldom explained properly by most recruiters. But rather thanhomeless or even worse, seventy-hour-a-week realtors like their ex-friend, they are bothstay-at-home parents to two young children and, in their words, \"job share\" the businessaround them. I have made
millions of dollars sincethat first laugh, and I can assure you . We warn you against leaders andauthors who grossly and unfairly mislead people by projecting concepts that feel easy andeffortless to everybody, yet don't work. Many of the bettercompanies have implemented product return policies of up to 90 percent, which precludespeople from being
burdened with so many products. However, if you fail atthat one, you can always sell makeup since one of the largest companies is based right herein Dallas. As Iapproached friends, family, and jewelry associates to be either my customers or to join me inbusiness, I watched personalities change. It is four anyway. As I began to describe my networking
business to him, without a moment's hesitation,he told me that even if he was a panhandler on the street pushing a cart around, the lastthing in the world he would ever do is network marketing. The mere anticipation of rejection leads to \"callreluctance,\" which canand often does lead to failure. And because of their positive outlook, it isgrowing . If I
could just find a way todo this without baby-sitting. Women have so very much to offer this industry, their companies, theirhusbands and male partners, and certainly the members of their own organizations. Common among women is not being taken seriously—one of the most degrading forms of rejection. I almost quit network marketing entirely.
Today, he and his upline leader work closely together and she fondlyrefers to him as Hercules. The main reason is quitesimple to understand. willsucceed . He isn't the slightestbit open to the business, and anything said from here on will only further alienate Steve andtherefore hurt Bob's chances to approach his friend at a later date when he may be
morereceptive. Jo Tonita is one idealisticnetwork marketer who, like many, shares this phenomenon.\"The biggest challenge to me was figuring out who was really going to build a business oncethey showed an interest. Later, we'll return to the particular details of this story, but firstlet's see what happens to Bob once he leaves the presentation. Real
volume is produced from ordersof satisfied customers and distributors who use and love the products (or services), orderingthem month after month, thus creating longterm, stable sales volume in that organization. What time?\"This last scenario is actually somewhat common when new distributors are calling friends. Williams. Although Jeff and Mary
had thousands ofpeople to prospect, they fell victim to running an adult daycare center to which anyone intheir organization could send prospects. Some of my ad campaigns were quite well received,while others were not so successful. They worked with flip-chart presenters and overhead projectors, and then, ofcourse, wound up continually updating
all those materials because their downline leaderswere never quite satisfied. when my phone rang. we'll show you how to avoid them altogether on your path towardachieving all the money you aspire to earn and the time to enjoy it.In our first book, Power Multi-Level Marketing, we presented the theory behind MLMachievement. (Make it a point to
teach this at the close of your presentation.)• As you begin talking to prospects, you have the choice of creating one of two mind-sets: 1. To succeed, one must have belief before evidence, that is, theyhave to be able to picture themselves there and feel the emotions of it long before it actuallyhappens. Millions of people just like you have abandoned
dead-end jobs for the chance to achieve the dream of growing their own businesses. Fine wine can be a byproduct of sourgrapes. Wow! Theacknowledgment made my heart pound and my eyes tear up. Do not become a professional audience participator! Get out ofthe bleachers and onto the field.In contrast to Susan, the two of us prospected huge
numbers of people when first buildingour individual organizations. just in case. Historically, men have had more self-confidence while women stillstruggle with poor self-esteem. And, besides, what am I going to tell my parents? .big time!' Then I told him everything that happened . It's a great illustrationthat may help you in training and supporting
your own organization.Imagine an audience of 500 people seated before a stage with a grand piano. It is our hope thatmany more network marketers will be able to say that with pride over the next twenty years.When you find yourself frustrated because your associates are not successful, teach themhow to visualize the end result 23 and direct most
of your energy toward those who do.\"Just Recruit a few and Drive Their Lines Deep\"ONE common misconception in the network marketing industry has led people down into theadministration pit. One small group revolted and went to another office complex to begin their ownmeetings, but no one wanted to go there or send their people because the
leader wasn't asgood a speaker as Jeff and they complained that the office wasn't as attractive. It was my sponsor, Mark Yarnell. Somehow, probably on sheer guts and en-thusiasm, Iconvinced him to give me a chance.\"I went back to Dad's office scarcely able to contain myself, and broke the good news to him.I don't remember Dad ever really getting
too excited about any of my accomplishments, but Icould tell he was pleased. \"We are at that very point in time when a 400-year-old age is dying and another is strugglingto be born—a shifting of culture, science, society, and institutions enormously greater thanthe world has ever experienced. Weknow what it's like to lose six of our seven best
leaders to a new upstart scam, that is, acompany that misrepresents its earnings and/or product efficacy, and we've endured thehumiliation of a close friend stealing an entire downline leg. Enjoy. But let's faceit, if I'm right, if you really can earn this kind of monthly income and semi-retire in three tofour years, or at least have substantial personal and
financial freedom, you'd have to bebrain-dead not to take me up on this deal. Aboveall, I couldn't quit. The last time Rene went to Rochester, Garyand Laurie were out of the business, and the number of serious players had dwindled from afew hundred down to about twenty-five. Crimeand other societal problems are rising dramatically. Today, astwo
corporations expand, the entire city has been forced into a mindless trek for several XV hours each day. This is a numbers game that inevitably becomes a people business oncedistributors are sponsored into the business, often forging lifetime bonds.It would indeed be wonderful if we could all skip to the bank each month with checks for$100,000
after merely working with a handful of frontline leaders. Study this book!\" - Richard B. We can be earningover $20,000 a month in a year. always be a networker,thankful that God opens doors, provides the courage to go through them, and furnishes thelight to guide my way” 13 Not Talking to Enough PeopleIF we only talk to a dozen people in the
course of a week, the act of rejection by those fewbecomes bigger than life. All she could think about were the three who didn't show, and the fact that they didn'teven have the courtesy to call and cancel. 054 Reinforce self-sufficiency rather than dependency: 074 0943 Dodging the Depression Torpedo . Had Mark's original upline sponsor not become
discouraged byrejection and stayed involved, he would have, after five years, been earning over a milliondollars a year off Mark's downline alone. After all.they haven't succeeded in building an organization.The reason is clear to everyone except them. The depth takes care of itself with sufficientnumbers in width. And even though you think you've got
all the facts, eventhough you know the truth about the earnings potential, and even though your friends, neigh-bors, and relatives know nothing, they will still tell you you're an idiot. Together, they make an unbeatableteam. They've asked all the right questions and you've answered them to the bestof your ability. Theycan come to you for support, that
is, assistance in closing, after their prospects have beenshown the presentation. They enjoyed working together and shareda track record of success. Nearly everyone is interested in ways to achieve wealth. However, failure to create real volume canlead to the eventual stagnation and collapse of your organization.\"Just Give Me Your List and I'll Do
All the Work\"IN early 1990, Mark recruited a man whose father-in-law owned the largest citrus company inthe South and had access to the most prestigious office address in Florida. I didn't even have to do that. It only seemed to crunch numbers like a mindlesscalculator. And no matter howhard I work, my group isn't growing anymore. From the
first time I ever spokewith Mark Yarnell, I knew that he was a master communicator. Yet because of this distraction,many of Gary and Laurie's downline lost focus. I don't get it.\"\"You know the saying: 'New blood is the lifeblood of this business.' Stop recruiting and yourorganization dies a slow death. So focusyour presentations on personal and
financial freedom, making certain to call your prospects'attention to all your products, services, and divisions. Switzerland. It is common for an interested male prospectwho is shown the business opportunity by a professional woman networker to thinksomething like: \"I'll have to talk to my wife about this little home business.\" It's not a case ofthe
woman being ineffective or the man being demeaning; it's just that most men cannotidentify with having a woman recruiter who is working at home. It is our hope that this book will be givento new network marketers immediately after they sign up in order to warn them of the pitfallsbefore they lose their initial excitement, because once it's gone, the
chances of ever gettingthat driving enthusiasm back are virtually nil. And because Bob knows several peoplewho will be naturals at recruiting, he can hardly wait to break the news to them that he hasfound the \"ultimate opportunity.\" If the person who introduced Bob to MLM is one of thosefolks who signs people up at the first interview, Bob may
actually fill out a distributoragreement, promising to come back on Saturday for training. Throughout the second half of the one-hour presentation he begins tomake a mental list of the friends and associates whom he knows would be excellent atrecruiting. And if you have ten ortwenty people in a row question your sanity, especially people you know
and love, you willgive up before you begin. Theproblem has stemmed from an industry-wide lack of awareness about just how much womenhave to give and how needed feminine qualities are in today's global marketplace. Hefailed at that tire cornpany. My world, for themoment, was destroyed. His response was something Ihad never experienced
before. 130 1494 Blocking the False Expectation Tank . He explained it to us in this way:\"It was near the end of my first year in MLM that I chose, early one morning at 5:00 A.M., tobreak the cycle of poverty that had been in my family for generations. Her message was asimple: \"Thank you for believing in me!\" That afternoon Kathy and her
wonderfulpartner/husband, Mark Rogow, had received their Millionaire's pin from the home officesignifying that they had earned over a million dollars, thus inducting themselves into thecompany's elite Millionaires' Club. It took Ron and Chris four and a half years to reach thevery pinnacle of their company's compensation plan. Attrition is a
considerable factor in ourbusiness. Perhaps once they make it to the very top, their realtor friend will decide to jointhem in business.Dennis Clifton, who together with his brother David built our strongest global organization,remembers how excited he was about his future when he first signed up back in May of 1986before any of us knew what we
were doing. Or I can try to avoid the pain of rejection and that is a three-step formula: saynothing, do nothing, be nothing.\" Persistence, coupled with absolute belief, can never bedefeated, and that is precisely why we know that Paul and Jenny will prosper abundantly.Call ReluctanceOFTEN the mere fear and anticipation of rejection will keep new
networkers at home. time-wasting practices.Sponsoring Family Members and Building for ThemMARK discovered the pitfalls of supervising his family's line the hard way when he recruitedhis own father. Certain leaders contend that the key to success in our industry is findingfour or five good people, then driving their groups by focusing exclusively
on supporting themuntil they are wealthy, then finding five more and doing the same thing. He reluctantly handed over his top twenty-five names, but Mark couldn't find oneperson whom the mayor had actually called. Six months later, the wholesale buyers club was outof business.When we stopped to analyze what happened, we realized it all started
when Mike stoppedrecruiting and became discouraged with baby-sitting his group. It's a stealth weapon—it can take many different forms andis frequently unrecognizable right up until impact .. It doesn't take very long for people to become XIII discouraged when every day for the first four or five months they are subjected to eye-rollingridicule from
everyone they know, love, and respect. We begin by assuming that Bob's wife is as excited as heis about this network marketing opportunity. That you left your company tosell shampoo door to door?\"Bob has just heard the same spousal arguments that countless other men and women haveheard over the years. She rose from a lowly maid to a
millionaire in just a few years.\" In1997, Kathy was named one of the top ten \"Women of Distinction\" in Jerry Hoffman'sInternational Directory of Network Marketing.We spent an afternoon skiing in Switzerland during the winter of 1997, and when wereturned home we saw the familiar red light on our answering machine signaling that we hada
message. and then, kaboom! While we certainlycannot help you anticipate every potential kind of rejection, we can definitely prepare you forthose forms of rejection which are the most destructive. So promise me you'll-followour system or, frankly, I'd rather not even have you sign up. But the truth is that you cannot hope to achieve atremendous
income, like those huge figures the legends in our industry earn, unless you playit as a numbers game, especially once you enter the cold market.Ron Wiggins, who left the shoe business after eleven years to join network marketing at theage of twenty-seven, said one of the most important things he learned his first year is that\"success defies all logic
. She left her husbandand moved to the tiny town of Basalt, Colorado, where she began cleaning houses tosupport herself and her child. Second, because Mark continued to approach large numbers ofprospects, he had seven more qualifying executives who would soon take the place of thosewho left.Remember: It is the sheer magnitude of the
numbers of prospects we approach that keepsus from overreacting to those who do reject our approaches. Following a full ten minutes of pathetic piano beating, the audiencebegins to boo and hiss. Toany woman who may feel assaulted by the Rejection Rocket because of her own self-imposed struggle with a negative self-image, we suggest that you
select another successfulwoman as a mentor. Our parents, siblings, and closest friendsare usually the ones who lure us into the Management Trap. How to Keep the Dream Alive!Network marketing is one of the fastest-growing career opportunities in the United States. Out of that twenty, you will be excitedabout the three who signed up, rather than
the eighty who weren't interested. There are indeed things more pressing thanbecoming excessively wealthy and we in MLM have the money and time freedom to make adifference.We aren't alone in being plagued with the Messiah complex. The roleof women is on the threshold of explosive change, along with their image.If you suspect that you are
being rejected because of an attitude you project, then take sometime to work on your own personal growth before attempting to build an organization. In 1979, working side by side with Pat Boone and Archbishop Bernard Cardinal Lawof Boston. Me . For the first time in my life I understood the full meaning of the oldsaying, 'He who laughs last,
laughs best.' Today, more than a decade later, that man whoalmost laughed me out of the business is still a disc jockey in Austin, Texas. As course instructors, we learned a greatdeal from our students. I was very excited about the prospect of helping my dadchange his life. Regardless of whether Bob actuallysigns up or not, he's about to be attacked
by the first adversary in this business. Human nature looks for the line ofleast resistance, and, clearly, it is much easier to work with existing distributors than it is toface the daily rejection that occurs when recruiting new people. And my business grew—inspite of myself.\"Tough?\"Emotionally, maybe. Initially, Bobdecides to take the lead until their
new infant is a little older; his wife will join Bob later. Unlike my ancestors, I was now privileged to be in a great company wherepeople were actually earning unlimited income. Because they kept on frontline recruiting—that's the primary way toincrease income. Depressed and discouraged, Mike phoned Gary, who suggestedthat he talk to Rene. For
part-timers, it takes longer than that. Theytake no, however it is said, too personally. But rejection has been their single biggest hurdle to overcome, especiallythat first year. I live inthe mountains in Colorado with my wife and kids and run an international business withdistributors in over twenty countries around the world. Doug founded what is
today one of the world's premier relief organizations, MercyCorps International. So, we feel confident that we have left very few stones unturned in our effortsto teach you the best survival strategies available to first-year distributors. That's what the Rejection Rocket can cost aperson.Personal rejection is one of the toughest human emotions anyone
can experience, But as weall know, life is about balance, and where there is rejection there must also be acceptance.Dealing with it is an ongoing task. Accepting no is merelypart of the process of finding those who say yes. Fear ofgetting started is one of the primary causes of failure in our industry. Thisdiscussion could have happened on a Sunday
morning following a Saturday training sessionin which Bob had already signed a distributor application. \"As I began to go down my 'list' I quickly realizedthat this wasn't going to be as easy as I had hoped. It dawned on me that if I wereto quit and return to my jewelry business, I would perhaps lose my new friends and businessassociates whom I
really liked better. Because her prospecting numbers are too small. Because the American Dream has become a nightmare for so many,and because network distribution is such a viable alternative to more traditional businessprofessions, it is incumbent upon those of us who have reaped so much from this industry tobegin to sow seeds for others.The
book you are now holding in your hands is the ultimate survivors' manual. In an easy, step-by-step approach, you will learn how to: ·Deal with rejection ·Recruit and train ·Avoid overmanaging your downline ·Remain focused ·Stay enthusiastic ·Avoid unrealistic expectations ·Conduct those in-home meetings ·Ease out of another professionYou owe it to
yourself to read this inspiring book! "This will be the Bible of Network Marketing."— Doug Wead, former special assistant to the president, the Bush Administration No Text Content!
Praise for Your First Year in Network Marketing\"New network marketers . Bob, Bob, Bob, you're not thinkingstraight.\" She softens and launches a new tactic. We
suggest you memorize or paraphrase thisfor your own use, speaking in the singular or plural accordingly:\"Folks, I know some of you are excited about the numbers you've heard today. I know all about network marketing. But in this book, we are vitally concerned with practical applications, that is, withgiving specific examples of what can and does

happen to cause potentially successfuldistributors to prematurely end their careers. 15 For John, the story of his father's \"rejection-turned-acceptance\" became a driving force thatmotivated him to stick with his new network marketing business. For me, the early struggle was only philosophical. lifeblood of anynetwork marketing organization. Mark
flipped the on-button, the machine rewound, andthere, in a broken voice, was our frontline associate Kathy Denison. He also wrote two novels, one of which, Mantrap, became a bestsellerin 1948. Success in network marketing results from the creationof \"real\" volume as opposed to \"promotional\" volume. Everyone in my past, perhaps at one time
oranother, had probably lamented the rotten hand they'd been dealt, but unlike them I had oneace in the hole. We've got a chance here to get in early. Win through integrity rather than exaggeration.5 Attacking the Warm list Warhead . It only serves to bridgethe gap between levels in a compensation plan. He failed at life insurance. YOUR FIRST
YEAR IN NETWORK MARKETING MARK YARNELL AND RENE REID YARNELLYOUR FIRST YEAR INNETWORKMARKETINGOVERCOME YOUR FEARS,EXPERIENCE SUCCESS ANDACHIEVE YOUR DREAMS! Mark Yarnell would like to dedicate this book to his daughter, Amy.Rene Reid Yarnell would like to dedicate this book to our parents: Lin
and Helen Harringtonand Duane and Patsi Yarnell for leaving traditional jobs behind to live the life ofentrepreneurs and inspiring us to follow in their footsteps.And to our children:Chris Grove and Amy Yarnellwho intend to carry this entrepreneurial gene into the next millennium. But everything changed the Monday that theyannounced that people
were going to have to start doing their own presentations at their ownhomes in order to take care of the spillover. Had Gary andLaurie been able to stay focused themselves and not let Mike divert them and their entireorganization, this group could have become one of our largest legs. when can we come?\"Rejection by family and friends is by far one
of the biggest challenges in network marketing.But you can only change their attitudes by changing your own. You see, I loved him so much and wasso committed to his success that I inadvertently created a weak person out of a strong one.\"My father's gone now; he passed away last year. For us personally, it was the single largestlaunch of a foreign
market in which we had ever participated. He smiles inthe mirror at the first performer, and asks a question:\"Forgive me for intruding, but I notice you aren't particularly offended by what just happenedout there. Nothing is more effective atstripping off the fine edge from everything you say or do. First, itproduces weak and lethargic distributors
because someone else is doing their work for them.Second, while managing others, that networker loses valuable time that could be morewisely invested in prospecting and recruiting new frontline distributors. Through our mutual effort, and to ourdelight and surprise, we had more than 1,500 serious prospects attend our opening daycelebration at a
private location hosted by us. 19 \"I spent four months in Springfield, Missouri, helping my father build his organization. If youspend most of your time prospecting and recruiting, so will they. Hefound the right company and chose to go full-time immediately. Both of us were in the process of leaving real estate to start our ownbusinesses and I
assumed that would give us grounds for being mutually supportive of eachother. The conversation beginswith small talk, but let's move ahead to the actual dialogue about the business. I have to ask you, what's it like to be booed off a stage. So re-member, no matter how nice they are on the telephone, half of your family and friends maynot show up
for your meetings, especially if you tell them about products and brochures,videos and samples. When you say, \"Hey, everybody, I've just opened a newrestaurant,\" the response will likely be, \"Oh, good for you . XVINTRODUCTION • XVI1 Ignoring the Rejection Rocket . Therefore, those companies that dogo public must establish and maintain high
standards of business practices, which elevatesthe character of the entire network marketing community.Investors' response to the publicly traded network marketing companies has beenoutstanding. andboth he and his wife have been trained and prepared for any and all rejection. Not only that, but the rest of my entire group was suffering because
Iwasn't available to respond to their questions. But those battles manifest themselves in failure aswell as success. For me, nothing happens the way it'ssupposed to. The Yarnells made theirmillions the hard way. He had great communication skills, loved working with people, and had theoverall competence in business that would have allowed him to
build and run a quite suc-cessful organization worldwide. He fully expects to win any and all debates about network marketingand prove to each of his friends that his new venture is far superior to traditional business.Equipped with that knowledge, he picks up the telephone and begins calling his twenty-fivebest prospects—those people whom he
would love to spend the rest of his life with in apartnership. For those networkers who take theirbusiness seriously, Your First Year in Network Marketing is, quite simply, indispensable.Richard PoeAuthor of Wave 3 and The Wave 3Way to Building Your Downline VIII ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSMany thanks . There were generally two to three hundred
people in attendance, and the numberof emerging leaders was growing with each visit. And because Steve isso positively negative about network marketing, Bob decides to never again extend the op-portunity to his friend. Then he tried that stupid greeting carddeal and we both laughed at how dumb that was. It has now been estimated that by the
year 2000 some forty million peopleworldwide will have died of AIDS, leaving behind some five million orphans, 90 percent ofwhom live in Africa and other Third World countries. After finally awakening from my stupor and signingher up, Kathy promptly signed up every possible prospect in Basalt and Aspen, then moved 11 to San Diego and
gradually built a business that transformed her into a millionaire. We haven't actively pursued frontline recruitingnearly to the extent we did our first few years because we've elected to use the freedomearned for other causes.Additionally, we are upline leaders to some very sizable international organizations, all ofwhich expect us to be present in
their cities at least once a year. He said that if Icould get a client to use our agency, he would let me have a shot at writing the copy. in whatI am communicating to others and in my ability to deliver the message—not just a mere hopeor a wish. We'll call these distribu-tors by the names of Jeff and Mary.Jeff and Mary had a Rolodex of over 5,000
people, many of whom were small businessowners and most of whom were entrepreneurs. The secret for me, I was to learn, was simply to survive and then plod on. Can you tell me just a little aboutit?\" 4 \"Well, Steve, I'd rather not discuss it over the telephone because it's about 90 percent visual.I'd like for you and Sally to see a brief video, then
actually sample some products and takehome some literature to examine. Allow her to coach you every step of the way, and duplicate her stepsto success.Don't Take Rejection PersonallyNEW associates must be taught that a \"no, thank you\" is not a personal rebuff. And if you domanage to survive the first year without quitting and without losing
your sense of humor, theodds are great that you will continue long enough to become quite wealthy and successful.We've had a tremendous resource pool from which to draw our lessons and examples. Although the expert pianist is somewhatembarrassed to bring up the subject, his curiosity finally gets the best of him. We've learneda great deal
about the inner workings and technical marketing strategies of our professionfrom Dr. King—many of his overviews are sprinkled throughout this book. In this chapter, we intend to describe thedifference between creating dependency in your organization and reinforcing self-sufficiency.It is critical that novice network marketers recognize the
difference between productiveactivity and ineffectual. He goes to a network marketing meeting and for thefirst time everything makes sense. When traditional corporations .explode, people from all overthe world assume the posture of rats and take to the streets. In fact, they spent the next eighteen months creating salestools and coaching those
struggling on their frontline to buy as much product as they neededin order to meet monthly requirements for advancement. He methodically and flawlessly plays a beautiful Mozart concerto. Friends became cold and distrusting. He knows he's in a great businessand believes that if he can respond properly to each objection, he can perhaps sign up
Steveand his wife. But if they start attempting to manage a small group ofmarketers, they may find at the end of the month that their sales volume requirements arenot adequate. But as a result of my newfound personal freedom, personal growth, andfeelings of appreciation, I've found a bigger and better comfort zone. It can and willstrike any time,
rendering us virtually immobile, thus destroying our enthusiasm andexcitement, which are the essential qualities for success.Rejection By Your SpouseEVERYONE faces rejection in life, but what makes our form of rejection so very devastatingis that it often comes from the very people we most love and respect: our spouse, ourparents, our best
friends and business associates. But without a degree, there were few options availableto her. However, his first prospects were cold calls and all but one rejected hisoffers to even see a presentation. I mean, isn't it horriblydegrading?\"The gentleman turns around so that he is facing the pianist and with all seriousnessresponds, \"Oh no. I had wasted
so much timeand worse, by loving them too much, had unwittingly stripped them of their leadership roles.Fortunately, Dad had managed to recruit a couple of my old high school and college bud-dies, Gary Turner and Jim Grundy. On these occasions, the potential rejection can be sidestepped by having amale upline or male partner assist her in
closing such prospects. XIV We're honored to have Dr. Charles King add a dimension to our book never before available:a quantitative analysis of network marketing from an academic perspective. Yet, we still have a significant number of people who deserve to earn morebut don't because they are bogged down in the Management Trap or caught up
in theMessiah complex.To be frank, there have been times when people earning one million dollars a month, farmore than us, question our sanity for choosing to try to elevate the entire industry instead ofbecoming gazillionaires by continuing to frontline recruit globally. I was to become aminister several years later after a series of sales jobs.\"Just
about the time my father was accepting my ministry and actually beginning to tell ourfriends with pride how his son's church was growing, I told him something that would result inour not speaking for nearly a year. \"No matterif it was my forty-year-old baby brother smirking at my efforts, the people who swore theywould show up and didn't, or even
the friends who suddenly viewed me as some ex-conabout to bamboozle them into my newest scam—they all led me to the mountaintop... In our industry, a decline to participate in theopportunity most often means \"the timing isn't right for me now.\" Occasionally, it means \"Idon't like direct selling.\" But it never means \"I don't like you.\" Think of
prospecting in MLM asa sifting process. The newpeople on my father's front line regarded me as their mentor, and when I no longer had timeto support them as effectively as I had while living in Springfield, several becamedespondent and quit in the first month. 001 Make rejection your ally instead of your enemy. It's theresponsibility of every
recruiter to fully prepare prospects for rejection, then provide themwith the tools to overcome rejection. Dennis is right. . Thanks to thehundreds of unselfish leaders from diverse and numerous companies who rose to theoccasion by contributing their stories, you will learn how to dramatically alter your life.Knowing full well that they would be
educating their competitors, they all dared to tell theunadulterated truth about how to succeed in our industry. First, look for close friends who were entrepre-neurial types, ready for change and fed up with stress, and then show them, by example, thewonderful simplicity of in-home recruiting meetings. And you can bet Steve will tell ten other friends
at a future cocktail partyjust how bizarre and frenzied their \"former\" friend, Bob, has become. He later had the audacity to state publicly, afterfailing in a second network marketing company for the same reason. I'm absolutely fed up with baby-sitting my group.Isn't there anyone out there who can just do it on their own?\" 25 \"Mike, you are the
best recruiter in the business. 33 They sponsored a friend named Mike, who was their strongest catalyst. And how could you disgrace the family name by getting into a pyramid?' Heabruptly hung up.\"Naturally, I was miserable with rejection. With Mike so readily available, his organization leaned on him for every-thing—presentations, hand-holding
sessions, closings, sizzle sessions, product clinics, andpep talks on the phone. Yet I have never found a richer lode ofhard-edged, practical information on network marketing than I did between the pages of YourFirst Year in Network Marketing by Mark and Rene Yarnell. Surroundyourself with positive people who constantly remind you of your worth
as a person and thecontributions you are capable of making. As a result, I found myself drained of energy and taking their failurespersonally.\"I overcame these challenges by learning how to facilitate visionary goal setting but I'm stillvery selective about those with whom I choose to work. The stories and insightsthat Mark imparted to me, through
many fascinating interviews, played a big part in makingmy book Wave 3 the success that it eventually became.It is clear from reading Your First Year in Network Marketing that Rene Yarnell is cut from thesame cloth as her remarkable and talented husband. She sees her role in network marketing as aconduit or bridge for people like herself who
cringe at the thought of sales, and recommendsthat her associates approach the business like professional consultants. \"Bob, honey, we're set. Because he hasn't been trained, here's whathappens. Then you can relax a bit until you feel re-freshed, only to run right back out there into the frontline recruiting trenches Unfortunately,some well-meaning
authors and leaders have done a horrible disservice to our profession bymisleading new distributors into believing that success in our industry requires less effortthan it really does. That simple two-minute message meant as much to us as any otherachievement in either of our lives. Educate your customers about all your new products or services,
thereby undertaking to change their behavior.• Rejection can be redirected to become a force for good in building your business. The nightthe Gulf War began, you may have seen Doug Wead interviewed on television by DanRather. But, that's life. He explained that he and Mary had the time to do the meetings and trainthe distributors and that his
people would merely need a wheelbarrow to take to their mailboxeach day in order to carry all the money!For two months, everything went fine. Infact, as prospects are preparing to drive away, we will frequently remindthem one last time: \"Don't forget, please don't attempt to explain this business to anyone,especially your spouse, until after 'you've
been trained!\" As they depart, we are alreadybeginning to visualize them as partners.The Rejection Rocket can be deterred quite effectively if it is anticipated and fully understoodby new networkers and - prospects. But both of themworking full-time sponsored only six new distributors over the next fifteen months! In otherwords, they sponsored fifty
people the first five months and then, with so much time investedin managing their organization, averaged only one new associate every two and a halfmonths thereafter. Only inMLM is it rewarding to have our downline members reach the very top level of ourcompensation plan before us.\"Kathy Denison and Terry Hill needed no \"Messiah\" either.
But in spite of this, my positive attitude was holding up . Like me, he was a realtor and a verysuccessful one. He asked, 'Hey big boy, what'shappening?' I responded, 'Mark, you're not going to believe this, but I just got laughed at . 018 0342 Avoiding the Management Trap . They are all winners. Starting in the 1980s, services became a growing
component, particu-larly in the deregulated telecommunications industry. The first ninety days of warm-market prospecting are much more personal andsupport-intensive since new distributors are focused on their friends and families. You have just presented your business opportunity effectively byfollowing a specific format, one we'll explain in a
later chapter, and you're convinced thatthree of the five prospects sitting in your living room are tremendously excited about theincome potential. You may not even sense the impending danger, and then all of a suddenyou've been ambushed and have lost an entire leg of your downline. And once peoplelose the drive and enthusiasm to carry them
through the tough months, once that excitement XI is gone, in many cases, so too is the chance to achieve dramatic wealth. And let's say thatyou are . It is human nature to wantto believe that there is an easy way to achieve this goal. Recruit and train your own people instead of depending on others.9 Deflecting the Executive Explosion . Everybody
thinks that. You don't have to believe it. From Tokyo to Dallas, and Sydney to London, we love to spend timewith our friends and associates throughout the world. Everyone I recruitedhad quit... It is all worth it.Preparing Your Prospects for RejectionTHE Rejection Rocket can be leveled at you anytime in your career and the problem is thatyou
generally don't see it coming. So overwhelmed and appreciative was Kathy, so movingwas her message, that we sat down and silently shed tears of joy. In spite of the fact that neither hadever participated in MLM before, even as frontline distributors, they simply didn't need Markto save them. be there for them. It is not meant to be an elitist club, nor
is it effective if you promote just asingle product line. Typically, after new associates spendtheir first month or two recruiting ten or fifteen friends, they end up devoting the rest of theirtime attempting to make those few people successful—that's what we call the ManagementTrap. By teaching themthree words: \"You call me.\" And when those calls
come. It's teamwork that earns leaders the right to receive multi-level compensation.In some situations, women have discovered that their gender challenges come from withinrather than from without. We are convinced that rejection causesmore people to fail in MLM than any other factor, and often they fail literally before they everbegin because
their approach is from the head, not the heart. and guess what he did? The future survival of our industry depends now on cooperation, not antagonism.Industry-wide success depends on elevating MLM companies and products rather thandestroying the reputations, hopes, and dreams of our MLM competitors—only then will net-work marketing
become the most lucrative profession in all of free enterprise. We will teachyou how to survive those conflicts by providing you with tactics that work—no theories, justfacts. Due to our travel agenda, several key players in ourdownline—some who have been in the business half as long as us—have become moreprosperous. And there is one promise we
will make to you withoutreservation: There will be times when your eyes will well up with tears or you'll laugh so hardat some of these legends' anecdotes about their early challenges that, like us, you will haveto put the book down until you can wipe the mist from your eyes. It isimportant to understand that you have a greatness and an unlimited
potential to elevateeveryone around you. So successwould have been more widespread had the distributors offered both lines of products in theirpresentations, thereby avoiding the needless problems created by limited focus.Even more significant, they should have been selling prospects with the American Dream:big money and free time. Of course,
I can do it.Anybody can do it. I can't believe how much money there is to be earnedand freedom to be gained. In order to sustainherself through these years, she plays her own mental imagery tape in her mind. They aren't . Noone can succeed by sponsoring only one new distributor every two and a half months. In the final analysis, the mayor had to
admit thathe was afraid to call those friends because an election year was approaching and he didn'twant to risk damaging his reputation with his constituents. Given the possibility of earning more each month working from homethan a pediatric cardiologist with a staff of ten earns in a year at his clinic (and it is possible),wouldn't any sane person be
willing to invest a year or two studying MLM? I'm a college dropout who spent myyoung adult years pursuing poetry, the classical guitar, and Eastern philosophy. Phil should have insisted that Bob bring his wife to afull-blown presentation, either at this first briefing or at another one soon to follow. But many people have untapped leadershipskills that
do not manifest themselves until the timing is right. Friends are often our biggest dream stealers, and once a dream is stolen, it isnot easily recovered. Henever made much money while we were growing up, but he did start his own advertising andpublic relations firm. Or had they been honest about their methods, he could have sal-vaged the
situation. The new distributor's argumentative approach in recruiting frontline people who have already made it obvious that the timing isn't right in their lives. We are irrevocably convinced that mostpeople who leave the first presentation excited but never sign up or return for training areusually fatalities of the easily avoided Rejection
Rocket.Here's how we prepare our unwary prospects. We believe success iscritically dependent on awareness, from the very beginning, of what these hazards are andhow to overcome them. But, we hope that learning of their battleswith rejection will assist you in coping with your own. Youmay want to remember this story and share it with new
distributors.The Buy-InOF all the possible fiascoes stemming from the Management Trap, \"buying in\" for yourdownline or teaching them to do this for their distributors is the worst. I've heard most start-ups go under.\" However, once you havealready made the investment, your family and friends will do everything in their power tosupport you in
your new venture. The process of buying-in never leads to long-term success. Our industry is based on simple word-of-mouthrecommendation of products and services; distribution moves directly from the producer tothe consumer, which cuts out all the intermediate agents and dealers who have nothing to dowith production or consumption. I think
Thursday would be our best bet. The traditional corporate pyramids have skillfully utilized the media and governmentregulators to similarly attack and stifle our growing industry; and all along they have hopedand prayed that we'd just go away. At one point, rejection nearly drove Phil Mims ofGrapevine, Texas, out of networking. It demandsstrenuous
work and superhuman persistence. Their goal was to be the first in their country to reach the maximumrecognition level in our company. Unable to apply the six-month rule, the battle willnever again be waged, let alone won. Mark felt like quitting right then and his sponsor actuallydid that week. That kind of money was neverreally their goal, and
you'll read many of their stories in this book. Mark didn't fully understand the whole problem untilit was too late. Playing caretaker to their organization causes newnetworkers to spend a disproportionate amount of time on a particular leg or legs of theirdownline to the exclusion of everyone and everything else. With my sister I had a legitimate
reason to enter theManagement Trap, or so I then mistakenly thought, because I felt that she had a personalconflict of interest. Our fervent hopes and prayers are that, by bringing to your attention allthe problems that successful network marketers face in their first years, we will enable you tosurvive yours. When you say, \"Hey,everybody, I'm
getting ready to open a new restaurant,\" you can count on the response: \"Areyou sure you want to do that? In fact, we have a term for this kind of activity: \"garagequalifying.\" We sometimes wonder how many American garages are crammed to over-flowing with non-run pantyhose, 3-D cameras, home insulation, videos, and other non-consumable
products. Just send him a copy of your check in six months!'\"What a great response. Which is better foryou?\"Steve answers pleasantly, \"Gosh, Robert, it sounds great. Sal and I aren't the least bit interested in one of those deals. I didn't take it personally. The three magic words are \"GOWIDE FAST!\" Recruit as many frontline distributors each
month as you can, until you areearning at least $10,000 a month consistently. And when they do, rest assuredthey'll tell everyone who will listen what a horrible scam this industry is. When he's finished,the crowd leaps to its feet and gives him a thunderous ovation as he bows two or threetimes, then exits the stage.In the dressing room the expert
pianist notices that the first performer is gently humming tohimself and adjusting his tie before leaving. Mark recruited the mayor of a majorsouthern city and after six months of virtually zero activity, he asked the mayor for his warmmarket list. He feels rejected because hisgood friend is so positive that network distribution is a rotten industry. She
might be told \"I have plenty, thanks\" or even \"I don't like coffee.\" But none ofthese responses sends her running to the lady's room in tears because all of her customersrejected her. and over 200 specific recommendations to profitably survive your first year . Just do the numbers! And whenprospecting large numbers of people, don't try to tell them
everything you know. I decided that in spite of her enthusiasm, Iwasn't going to sponsor my housekeeper in a town of 2,000 because the chances of hersuccess were minimal. .and build a long-term business foundation. By the time we married and merged downlines in1991, it had exceeded twice that amount. As he explains, \"I'd had a good career
with seventeenyears in the wholesale jewelry business prior to getting involved with network marketing.That career gave me a good lifestyle, wonderful friends, and a professional ego.\"Making the transition into MLM meant starting over, forcing me out of my comfort zone. You have to believe,' They kept telling me. (By the way,move to Aspen and
you'll learn just how many of your friends love you!)\"Kathy agreed to meet me as a favor to her best friend, the realtor, but had actually decidednot to accept the job. On the other hand, she really needed the money, and she owed the realtor adebt of gratitude for the numerous jobs she had arranged for Kathy after she left her
abusivemarriage.\"When Kathy walked into my home that first day I was immediately impressed with twothings: First, she was obviously an extrovert. So, they simply call in an order for products they don't really need or intend tosell in order to meet promotion requirements, hence the name \"promotional volume.\"Front-end loading is forbidden by
state and federal regulators who believe that such activitiesare pyramid-like in nature. That is a serious mistake, as we'll explain later when we fully definethe six-month rule.The Good 0l' BoyThe third outcome is what we call \"The Good Ol' Boy.\" An example of this scenario is asfollows: \"You know, Steve, the other reason I called is because my wife
and I have becomeinvolved in a business that we want to share with you. Often it's the wifewho is bombarded by personal affronts from her husband. Dad and I had agreat friendship to the very end.\"Next, I headed straight to Orlando where my sister Melissa was a very successful executiveanalyst for the Tupperware Company. But I want to warn you
about the two primarycauses of failure so you can avoid them while you're doing your investigating.\" Don't beafraid to use a comment like \"brain-dead\" on your prospects no matter how successful orprofessional they appear. By the middle of the second monthMary also had to launch Monday and Thursday meetings, and by the end of the next
month,those too were filled. He soenraged me that I vowed to become hugely successful just to show him how wrong he was.His having treated me like such a jerk is to this day a significant part of what drives me.\"Today, Frank, together with his wife, Joanne, earns about $5,000 per month. While her personal life improved dramatically over the next
fewyears, her finances were in shambles. It creates a false codependency,doing for others instead of teaching and encouraging them to do for themselves.The Management Trap creates two serious problems for a business builder. \"You yourself have said that Phil is irresponsible. 2. Afterthe applause dissipates, he very aggressively begins to bang out
horrible combinations ofsounds that literally hurt one's ears. But Frank and Joanne turned what could have been a stolen dreaminto a burning desire to rise to their full potential. And yet, a year and half later,our frontline couple's income continued to drop below their first executive check.How was this possible after such an awesome beginning?
Worldwide,more than $100 billion of a broad spectrum of products and services are being sold by an X estimated 30 million independent network marketers. We tried to provide a paint-by-numbers system for both part-time and full-timesuccess. But I can tell you that this company is expanding globallyand they're looking for brand new recruiters and
trainers who have always wanted to earnover $25,000 a month.\"\"My God, Bob!\" Steve excitedly responds. Some of our in-dustry's most successful international leaders survived their first year by utilizing the simplemaneuvers laid out for you in this book. Although the educational process in network marketing isrelatively brief, it can be devastating
to many new associates. I'll never forget the uncomfortable two-minute silence that occurred when I asked, 'Dad, can I send you some shampoo andconditioner? First-year associates need not close prospectsalone. And truthfully, even though I teach new distributors not to'play God,' that is, never to qualify prospects and always assume that everyone
has thepotential to succeed, I violated my own teaching. And when they reach the verypinnacle, it will undeniably be because one business associate tried to smash their hopesand dreams. We want to offer a special thanks to those legends of network marketingwho, by — sharing their stories, did something unprecedented in business. We've never
had anyone fail to laugh at the comment. After you've elevated yourown self-esteem and confidence level, only then will you be able to help others elevate theirs(often altering their opinions, strengthening your family's support or interest, and openingdoors to your friends and associates).We wrap up our business presentation by discussing the second
cause of failure: notlistening to those who DO know what they're talking about. Then he came clean about his health. We love you.To John Fogg, for creating Upline magazine and for persevering long enough in a highlycompetitive industry to see his dream become a reality, and in the process, uplifting manypeople who would otherwise be living lives
of mediocrity. After receiving the news, hisfather's com-. Like the waitress walking around with a coffeepot, we are merely.searching for those who would like to have what we have to offer. They achieved their goal, only temporarily, but theirentrance into the Management Trap ruined what should have been our greatest income-producing leg.The
couple quit in frustration. At that time, she was already cleaning numerous houses and feltburned out. The phone call went something like this:\"Mike, you sound down. I had never been laughed at quite like that before.Then all the voices began to come to me: 'Why in the world am I doing this? Generally,leaders must be found; they cannot be created.
I had other plans. When his father was convinced that his son was fullycommitted to becoming the one out of ten who succeeds, as he had done with the companyin which they both worked, the father-son relationship was back on track. Practice exuding your inner strength with your head held high and youwill see an immediate difference in your
general acceptance, your leadership success, andyour income. He's convinced that in this battle of wits, hisprospects are unarmed. It's a field devoid of the pitfalls oftraditional business: payroll, employee benefit costs, advertising, overhead, bookkeeping,and accounts receivable. And unlessthe person conducting the presentation prepares Bob and
the others for what is going tooccur, by presenting certain facts at the end of the first recruiting interview, Bob is going toquit before he ever begins. This is not codependency,but rather part of the intrinsic nature and value of what we call \"double gender\" closingbecause ours is a team-based business. So they willdo everything in their power to
\"save you\" from making a big mistake. 'My wife, shee eez impregnable.' But when thatclearly didn't evoke the response he had expected, he tried again, 'I mean, shee eezunbearable.' Puzzled by their shocked expressions, he tried one more run at it with, `No, no... In other words, another potentially great networkmarketer is history. These two have
been through the wars together. Iwanted to just say, `Okay, never mind,' and head back into my comfort zone and 'secure'jewelry life. You can cut out the memorized speeches and shoot mestraight. Those frontline recruits who demand the least attention are usually the oneswho become the most successful. Little do they know that's exactly why they
haven't begun to reach theirpotential. The fascinating thing about network marketingis that, in many instances, survival—i.e., staying in existence after others leave thebusiness—is precisely what leads to dramatic wealth. In Your First Year in NetworkMarketing, they write with brutal candor of the bad times as well as the good, imparting toreaders
an unusually balanced picture of what it really means to work an MLM business andwhat it really takes to succeed.You won't find any loose talk in this book about getting rich quick. There are so many enormous global problemsjust waiting for us out there. slowly. The average speed on major highways has been reduced to 21 mph. It is vital that all
new distributors begin with a solid commitmentto use as much product as possible, share the product personally—especially among closefamily and friends—and teach everyone in their organization to do the same. Honey, look, I'm telling you, Phil and Nancy areour friends. All other activity is busywork until you have achieveda certain level of
success. Knowing this fact ahead of time softens the pain.Simply put, all people detest rejection—especially rejection by friends and family. InMLM, we refer to friends as one's \"warm market.\" Because most family members and closefriends do not want to reject you, they will often agree to things they don't want, just to be\"warm,\" hence the
terminology But we can assure you that often as many as half of all warmmarket appointments—and by that we mean friends, family, and associates—who commit tocoming to your home for a private business presentation will not show up. Now I don't mean awhimsical smile or a friendly chuckle—I mean a wall-rattling, spirit-crushing, belly laugh!\"I
was devastated as I hung up the phone. And with the money, I co-founded Mercy Corps International. In an easy, step-by-step approach, you will learn how to: ·Deal with rejection ·Recruit and train ·Avoid overmanaging your downline ·Remain focused ·Stay enthusiastic ·Avoid unrealistic expectations ·Conduct those in-home meetings ·Ease out of
another professionYou owe it to yourself to read this inspiring book! "This will be the Bible of Network Marketing."— Doug Wead, former special assistant to the president, the Bush Administration How to Keep the Dream Alive!Network marketing is one of the fastest-growing career opportunities in the United States. I know my predecessors
mighthave done so themselves, had they been blessed with an unlimited income opportunity. He's excited, though he may not have admittedthat to anyone yet. Avoid the pitfalls of counterproductive meetings.8 Unloading the Plug-In Pistol . Is this what I am supposed to be doing with my life? Until you are involved financially, they sense you are not
really committed. His father, still with the original title insurance company, was now incharge of starting a new division and offered his son a full-time position, but the companycould only pay him a pittance of his previous income.One week before he was due to start the job, John was introduced to network marketing. And even now, while we
conscien-tiously avoid sinking into the director's seat, we do nevertheless feel a definite desire tospend quality time in each leader's city. everyone. Icalled him at work and began to explain what I was doing. Basically, we hate ourselves. Now,because he's about to be laid off, he has a transitional mind-set. Inthis \"winning the battle\" scenario, more
than likely Bob's prospect will be a \"no-show\" and, inthe long run, he will even lose the war. so quit trying to figure it out. For me, this business has been the greatest self-development course in the world.As I leave the house to prospect, I have learned that I can create one of two mind-sets. And yet newcomers and old-timers alike often make this
mistake.Some people failed to earn as much as they should have when their company added anexciting new nutritional division in the early '90s. His group was sizable and he felt it was time to devote his energy to overseeing theirrecruitment activities. It could easily have been Bob leveling the same objections at his wifewho just returned from her
first serious network marketing presentation. \"If any of you do decide to signup and become my frontline associates, you must also be willing to duplicate exactly what Iteach you. just do it! 27 The Piano StoryW E have a story we like to share with people early in their careers. A waitresspouring coffee in a coffee shop might be told \"no, thanks\" by
one, \"no more for now\" byanother. She wants you to call her!\" (The Rejection Rocket isaimed directly at Bob's head and is about to be launched.)Bob's wife takes the two packets of moisturizer and shampoo from him, looks at them, thenat him incredulously. It wasn't money, it wasn't people, itwasn't product, and it wasn't time. And some ofours
have, especially since 1992 when we chose to dedicate ourselves to enhancing thisindustry's image through positive articles and media reports; lectures to universities, clubsand organizations; and books such as this. Recognize the upside and downside of corporate executives joining MLM.CONCLUSION • 168 VII FOREWORDA business reporter and
self-help writer, I have been researching and writing about thenetwork marketing industry for eight years. I had nobackground in business, spent most of my time in seclusion, and drove an old '76 Chevypickup with a snaggle-tooth bumper that I couldn't afford to have repaired.\"Being somewhat introverted by nature, I'd have to describe my first year
in MLM like theSouth American diplomat who, at an elegant embassy function, tried to explain in his haltingEnglish why he and his wife had no children. This couple was far more achievement-oriented than materialistic, andtherefore they were more interested in setting records and receiving recognition than inmaking money. More than likely he
won't beasked to sign up at the first meeting, but will instead promise to think about the business andcall the presenter back with his answer. No one can yet predict the negativeecological impact of the several-thousand-person influx each month, but environmentalistsare clearly worried.\"The point is this: when MLM corporations experience
explosive growth, thousands of peoplego home and soar like eagles. Most importantly, by preparing you in advance and sharing practical ways to surviveeach of these first-year challenges, we want to assist you in persevering. Because Tupperware is a direct sales company, Melissa felt that for her tobuild a network in another company would be
entirely inappropriate. Shortly thereafter, his wife,Chris, also left her job and together, working full-time, they have become one of the topnetwork distributor teams in Dallas. 16 • As their sponsor, prospects look to you as their mentor and leader.• If you are feeling low self-esteem, read, study, listen to tapes, attend seminars, and do all that you can
to continue working on your personal growth.• As you grow personally, so will your networking business; and, as your business grows, so will you.• Building too slowly is discouraging, and often results in networkers focusing on those who rejected the opportunity rather than on those who accepted an invitation to look at the business.• The growth of
your business will be in direct proportion to the numbers of people you are prospecting on a regular, daily basis.• Network marketing is a numbers game after the first ninety days of \"warm marketing.\" It becomes a people business once distributors begin interacting with their sponsors to build their organizations.• Rejection is not to be taken
personally, but merely as an indication that the timing isn't right in people's lives.• Persevere with every ounce of enthusiasm in order to give yourself the necessary excitement to do this business correctly.• Prospecting small numbers makes the act of rejection bigger than life; prospecting larger numbers focuses your attention on those who said
yes.• Don't make the mistake of presenting too narrow a focus, that is, by promoting a single product or just one division of your company. 1 First, Bob corners his wife. Every one of the noon meetings on Tuesdays,Wednesdays, and Fridays were filled with curious prospects sent by bosses or close,wealthy friends to investigate this business
opportunity. He didn't just lose six out of seven distributors—he lost major leaders. \"Actually, Steve, I can understand your reluctance to look at a deal like this, but all Iask is that you remain open-minded for a forty-five-minute presentation. All he heard about were the many great people they were recruiting andall the great volumes being achieved.
What a fool I was. I enjoyed every one of them. They fully understood his \"Go wide fast\" advice, putting as many peopleon one's frontline as possible until wealth had been achieved. Within a couple of minutes, their boos drown out the performer, whocalmly stands, bows, and walks off.As the hacker exits, a pianist with thirty years experience enters
from the other side of thestage. Before marrying Rene, Mark's biggest Rejection Rocket waslaunched when six of his seven frontline executives bailed out and went into a vitamin dealback in 1986. And if she is distributingcosmetics or some other product or service with which he cannot relate, that only serves tocompound the problem.No matter how
strong a female leader is, in some cases the male ego cannot be assuagedby her alone. Likewise, going without food, or sleep, or money was only what I deserved formaking such an arrogant assumption that I could survive in network marketing 'dreamland.'\"No. For me the very real problem was not physical at all. 30 Mary and Jeff, without Mark's
presence in Florida to supervise what they were doing wrong,purposefully hid from him the system they were using. I wantedeveryone to succeed, so I tended to spend too much energy and time helping in whatevermanner I could. Some networkmarketers mistakenly believe that the systematic ruin of their competitors is their beststrategy for
success. All we can say is, thanks to Rich DeVos and Jay Van Andel forhaving the vision to pioneer this industry. It hurt me whenthey appeared to feel that I was taking advantage of them and abusing our relationships. Given our backgrounds, at one time or another we wanted tosave the entire world and every single person we sponsored. It looks like
I'll be baby-sitting the rest of mylife. They couldn't relate to nutritional products and were unwilling to change theirbehavior. Two actually showed, but neithersigned. That kind of unselfishness alonemakes us proud to call ourselves network marketers.If only this book had been written a decade ago, we might not have had to witness theunnecessarily
hasty retreat of so many dynamic people from our industry who were simplyunprepared for the first year's battles. Promotional volumeresults from multiple product packages that are ordered by distributors who may beattempting to \"buy their way\" to the next level or intend to use these packages to get theirnew distributors started in the business.
I had a `friend' who worked as a disc jockey at a local radio station. Let me get thisstraight. And sometimes, while sit-ting in thesolitude of my study thinking of Dad, I secretly wish an angel would appear and wave amagic wand leaving behind a tiny golden plaque above his ashes which reads: 'Here lies agreat man, Duane Yarnell, who could have
been greater had his son not loved him toomuch.' But, because I didn't know then what I know now, I feel no real guilt. As goods are distributed, the network marketer thenreceives compensation equal to the advertising budget of most large corporations. Within a year, both relatives had quit and virtually everyone in both of their organiza-tions had
either quit or become wholesale buyers of the product. The stress was causing him heartproblems and in addition to apologizing for judging me so harshly, he also intimated thatmaybe I could help him get out of the rat race of public relations.\"That was all I needed. It was the piano.\"Perhaps one of the most interesting elements of human nature is
our tendency—and to agreater or lesser degree we all possess it—to place blame elsewhere. Create wide appeal by stressing leveraged income and time freedom based on generating orders of commonly used products and services.• When retailing: 1. And the reason is obvious: Even liberalestimates suggest that less than 30 percent of the population
used vitamin supplementsback then. Your first_ ninety days arecritical, and we start the clock today as you begin your decision-making.\"That dialogue is the way we close our in-home recruiting presentations, nearly verbatim. Because the sooner it can be 8 determined that a prospect is not receptive to a network marketing opportunity, the
soonerthe distributor can file her away for a six-month follow-up, and move on to viable prospectswithout wasting time.Like so many network marketers, Paul Del Vecchio and Jennifer Taloe of Berkeley,California, are still struggling to build their group. And in their ignorance they are certain it must be ascam. There is an oftenquoted adage in this
business: \"It's much easier to give birth to a new distributor than it is toresurrect a dead one.\" And yet as the stories poured into our Swiss chalet from across theAtlantic, we realized that this book may indeed resurrect thousands of discouraged networkmarketers once they read some of the truthful anecdotes shared by so many legends of
thisindustry.As a prelude to these stories that we hope will impact your life, it seems appropriate tointroduce to you one of the legends, Doug Wead, who is with the oldest and largest MLMcompany. Bob believesthat all he has to do is skillfully overcome his friend's objections and he's got a winner on hisfront line. As a serious part-timer, those
numbersshould increase, and as a full-timer, they can grow to thirty or more per day once enteringthe cold market. Although we translated our ownmaterials for their use, they were convinced that their culture required something different.So they developed a new manual to replace ours. 111 Maintain enthusiasm in spite of the inevitable setbacks.
The truth is, whilemany people criticize our industry after they fail, it's not the fault of the industry. And the reasons it won'thappen are simple: Steve is not in the right time in his life for change, and Bob approachedhis friend improperly.In this particular scenario, the objections and responses to them will probably continue foranother five or ten
minutes. Let me give you an example. But once understood, these problems are easily overcome. Nearly all the leaders followed Mike into thisnew deal, but only as a backup to our company, of course. This was the time to giveextensive support to the Rochester group—a time for new leaders to emerge. Is it right? You can't! And if for any reason your
company's compensation plan is set up toreward those who \"buy in,\" it's just a matter of time before some attorney general or FederalTrade Commission representative slams the regulatory \"cease and desist\" order on thecompany. He told everyone in Rochester about this greatnew company. Prior to the official launch,everything was kept to a
simple system—no hotel meetings, just friends telling friends; noliterature; not even products because they weren't allowed to be sold yet. We believe the next decade will bring anoticeable decline in these types of challenges as new technology and distribution channelsmake way for network marketing in our world.We received countless illustrations
and anecdotes, all of which were heartwarming andinspiring. I didn't understand that initially, so I simply worked and managed others who wereunable to see the end result and then became quite frustrated when they quit. I know you're going to love them.' Silence.\"After a couple of minutes—minutes that felt like an hour each—I broke the
uncomfortablestillness by asking him to which address he wished me to mail the shampoo. But whatever you do, I just hope you're not going to come over to my house andtry to push your products on your own dad. For me, the challenge was entirely between my own ears.It still is, incidentally. This book isa joy to read!\" - Kay Smith, Nu Skin Blue
Diamond, One of ten inductees in the International Network Marketing Directory's Hall of Fame\"Everyone involved in, or even considering becoming involved in, network marketing shouldread this book. Prior to the officiallaunch, we did weekly teleconference calls, which is both a legitimate and efficient way tobuild a new market prior to a
company's opening. Kiss ten more possiblenetworkers goodbye!Positive NegativeThe second outcome is what we call the \"positive negative.\" In this scenario, the very instantBob mentions his intentions, Steve jumps in and aggressively points out how much he hatesbusiness deals with friends, detests MLM or any other home business pyramid, and
adds,\"by God, it better never surface again in the course of our friendship.\" Of course, Bob shutsup immediately and changes the subject back to small talk. I was so proud when he trusted me to go out and solicit clients. This comprehensive approach is howlegends ultimately build large and dynamic organizations.Turning Rejection into Positive
MotivationJOHN Corkill worked for a large title insurance company for ten years, the same one hisfather had been employed by for over forty years. They have utilized their experience to become experts at training, and have learnedto keep it simple so that their system can be easily duplicated.If network marketers were truly doing the numbers that
it takes to succeed, no one wouldhave time to fall into the entrapment of administration. We developed a friendship and foundthat we shared many things in common, including similar life values. As morewomen like Kathy join our industry, and we continue to hear more financial and emotionalrags-to-riches stories, women will continue to occupy
positions of importance in increasingnumbers. Dad was frustrated because he had no idea how tolead his people and they didn't look to him for leadership anyway. 12 Consider this fact: Of the first sixty-seven individuals whom Mark first approached aboutjoining his organization, sixty-six said no. I learned more from reading thisbook than I have
during all the years that I have spent exhaustively researching the MLMindustry.Of course, I am hardly surprised by the book's high quality. They will gladly attend training meeting after trainingmeeting, invest time in their new business by listening to audiotapes on how to prospect andovercome objections, and generally do anything and everything
possible to avoid actualprospecting. Of course, the chances that he will actually attend are slim to none. So don't even attempt to sell your spouse on the opportunity: sim-ply get him or her back here for a presentation as soon as possible.\"Now I know you think you're strong enough to avoid being influenced by people whom youknow are completely
ignorant about our company. You go to seminary, become a minister, now you're quitting that too.You're a quitter. And Iwant to do everything possible to help you avoid this devastating trap because it is verycounterproductive and most often leads to failure. And compared tothe twelve-year learning curve of doctors, isn't a year more palatable?While
our industry's attrition rate is perhaps no higher than other professions involvingoverrides and straight commissions, it is nevertheless critical that we do our best to help newassociates anticipate the inevitable conflicts that will arise and equip them with the weaponsthey'll need to win those battles.It has been suggested that \"every great MLMer
was a lousy MLMer first,\" and we concur.Unfortunately, it's a fact of life that when any of us first begin a new endeavor, we are, atleast initially, vulnerable novices. We are proud to share this incredible industry with you. Had Bob simply said nothing untilhe could get his wife to Phil and Nancy's for a legitimate presentation, the Rejection
Rocketwould have never been launched. Except for a few telephone calls their first month or two, and some help closingprospects in their first years, they became totally self-sufficient immediately. Nancy is blown away by this creme and shampoo. Susanmay be a hypothetical prospect in our example, but such low-number prospecting can, andindeed
has, forced would-be legends right out of business—shot down by rejection.Unless. Inaddition, he should have said emphatically, \"Bob, don't try to explain this to your wife untilyou have more information, or better yet, bring her to us!\"Rejection by Family and FriendsBEFORE presenting solutions to the previous problem, let's first scrutinize another
scenariothat occurs frequently. As in thepreceding story, a poor musician can't legitimately blame the piano for his lack of talent. Because the primary cause of failurein our profession stems from people getting excited about the tremendous earnings potentialand then charging out to tell their closest friends and relatives before having the
slightestidea how to do our business. He hasn't seen that look on her face since he accidentally backed overthe puppy last summer.\"No, honey, you aren't listening. It's a system in which commonpeople can invest a small sum and, through sheer tenacity and determination, rise to stag-gering levels of financial reward and personal freedom. It's
justhuman nature that when we get excited about something, we want to share it with others.Whether it's a new flavor of ice cream or a business opportunity, it doesn't really matter—wewant to share it, especially with the people we most care about. And as Richard Poe so correctly pointed out in Wave 3, \"Denison's stripped-downapproach served
her well. Two timestwo equals four. Our response to them issimple: Read Living with Passion by Peter Hirsch. In fact, he's quite proud of his knowledge and is even perhaps a littlecocky about his ability to overcome objections.Bob is excited about his new skills of persuasion, believing with a smug self-confidence thathe can effectively counter each
objection. Usually, one of three outcomes is predictable, so let's evaluate all three.Winning the BattleThe first outcome is what we call \"winning the battle.\" Bob has just gotten past his closefriend's secretary and is beginning his prospecting conversation. Marketers who getcaught spending more time managing than recruiting often get snared into
this trap, whichhas serious legal consequences. How many people have you sponsored thismonth?\"There was a hesitation before he answered. They dared toadmit, after becoming legends, their innermost vulnerabilities and bouts with anxiety anddepression, so that millions of others, including their own competitors, might be inspired toexit the fortyyear plan and share in the American Dream. \"Steve cuts in: \"Bob, sounds like one of those pyramid deals to me. The last thing a winner needs is amanager or a savior.Remember, if new recruits finish their training and go to work without calling you every dayand asking you to do everything for them, don't be offended. XVI YOUR FIRST YEAR IN
NETWORK MARKETING CHAPTER 1IGNORING THE REJECTION ROCKETMake rejection your ally instead of your enemy.NETWORK MARKETING IS ONE of the most fun and rewarding businesses in the world, buteventually all network marketers are faced with certain widespread and universal challenges.No matter how long we participate in
Multi-Level Marketing (MLM) and no matter howsuccessful we become, there is always the possibility that we will be shot down temporarilyby the most prevalent and dangerous weapon of all—the Rejection Rocket. Their lives are quite different now, so they see each otherinfrequently but have nevertheless retained their warm friendship. And those
rare individuals who do not succeed areusually their own worst enemies, constantly reinventing the wheel and complicating thesimplest path to prosperity in the history of capitalism.Of course, priorities vary as widely as do people. 32 • If you become frustrated because your associates are not successful, teach them to visualize the end result and
direct most of your energy toward those who do.• Because this is a business of duplication, your people will do what you do: If you manage your downline, so will they; if you spend most of your time prospecting and recruiting, so will they.• Baby-sitting a downline is not an effective way to build a business.• The key to successfully building a large,
dynamic organization is to steadily continue to prospect and recruit, creating a wide front line.• Don't make the mistake that results in nearly 50 percent of the failures in our industry: building your front line for the first few months, then stopping to manage your people.• Merely overseeing the activities of your organization is not leading them, but
rather misleading them into rearranging their deck chairs on the Titanic.• Set your sights on the goal, consistently meet the steps outlined in your business plan, and don't make excuses—whatever it takes, just do it!• Of all the possible fiascoes stemming from the administration of your organization, \"buying in\" for your downline or teaching them to
do this for their distributors is the worst.• Promotional volume—that is, money spent on products, samples, and multiple kits—is initially a means of helping distributors meet volume requirements for qualification.• Real volume—that is, products or services ordered for regular monthly usage by satisfied customers and distributors—is what ultimately
creates passive residual income and is the essence of what makes network marketing a viable, ongoing business.• Your business can survive without promotional volume, but failure to create Ls realvolume, by not acquiring legitimate customers or not using all your own products, canlead to the collapse of your entire organization.• Network
marketing is a business of distributors building their own front lines and teaching their people to duplicate that process.• If each network marketer builds his own front line, following the advice \"Go wide fast,\" the depth will take care of itself, and the cream will always rise to the top.• Support a large organization by teaching them three words:
\"You call me.\"• Be there for your downline to render moral support, coaching, and assistance in closing their prospects, but don't try to do for them what they must do for themselves.• Success comes to people with leadership skills, a sound vision, enthusiasm, and the willingness to put forth the effort to build an organization and find others who will
do the same. We know this both from personalexperience and from statistics compiled by several companies that suggest well over 60percent of all new network marketers quit in their first year, during the most important phasein the learning curve. Rene traveled there twice a year to work with them,and the rest of the time she supported them with
teleconference and speakerphonemeetings. Their boardroom,on the fifty-fifth floor, overlooked the ocean and had seating for 300. as a part-timer, you are approaching at least five to ten prospects per day, you arenot serious about succeeding in this business. If new associates want to earn more than aparticular leader above them, they just need to
be more productive, i.e., find more frontlinedistributors and customers who will use and share the products. They lay off a few lousyexecutives and now you're seriously thinking about giving up a legitimate career and all ofthose years I suffered to put you through your MBA program to do some pyramid scheme.Please, Bob, tell me this is a bad
dream. What many of them find, however, is that the first year in network marketing is often the most challenging—and, for some, the most discouraging. You see, this was my firstexperience with the formidable Management Trap, that is, the supervision of one's downline.Before pointing out my mistakes, I want the reader to fully understand the
situation. Taking on the position of caretaker to my group served tolower my income, spoil both my father's and sister's chances to succeed, and throw me off 20 track for nearly a year. Honey, Phil is about to get his first big check. You said soyourself. We travel extensively in 22 some twenty countries. In that brief moment, thepurpose that most
forcefully drives us in network marketing was fulfilled. Ouranalysis shows that an estimated 95 percent of those who survive ten years in networkmarketing become wealthy beyond their wildest expectations.These survivors have achieved either staggering financial rewards and/or total \"timefreedom,\" that is, having all the free time to do the things
that really matter to you with thepeople you love most.At this particular time in history, when traditional business offers so little security, networkdistribution is literally the last bastion of free enterprise. Because of his strong personality, no one felt they could do anythingas well as he did it. It doesn't work. For years some women have been
financially dependent ontheir husbands and frequently overlooked for promotions in the workplace. We treasure ourrelationship with you.To Blake Roney and Steve Lund, who founded our network marketing company in the '80s,thus allowing us to achieve the wealth and time freedom to pursue our dreams. However, if distributors are doing
thisbusiness right, they will be recruiting enough new people each month in order to advancethrough the ranks properly. And worse, since ours is a business of leadingby example, your leaders will emulate you, so that everyone ends up managing and no oneis prospecting or recruiting. .until one morning. 17 CHAPTER 2AVOIDING THE
MANAGEMENT TRAPReinforce Self Sufficiency Rather Than DependencyNETWORK MARKETING IS BASED on a team-building philosophy rather than a supervisoryone. We believe there are thousands of women out there justlike her, and every one could succeed if they could shake off their limited programming. He called and congratulatedme for
my success. 14 The Narrow Focus SyndromeMANY people make the mistake of inviting rejection by presenting a far too narrow focus.They often promote a single product or just one division of their company as opposed tocreating wide appeal by stressing the leveraged income and free time that result from ordersof commonly used products and
services. Refuse and rotten grain in a hopeful pursuit to eat enough to see onemore day. He quit, having never called oneprospect because of his fear of rejection. I, Jimmy Kossert, had been chosen to lead the charge out of generations ofservitude and mediocrity for an entire ancestry who, before me, were never so privileged asto be able to restore
dignity to our family tree. I realize thatyou will want to do your due diligence, as would any responsible entrepreneur. Mark gave them thesupport and the duplicable system Richard Kall taught him and they proceeded tosuccessfully accomplish great things. Fortunately, we are in anexperienced organization and - we know what we're doing. Later, we
will discuss the very finest \"friend approach\" in order tominimize the rejection like these distributors faced. This business is totally different from traditional business, and if you are going tosign up and then try to reinvent the wheel, you're going to fail. Here's what went wrong.Never tell people that all they've got to do is sign up, give you a list of
potential distributors,and then you'll do the rest. But it doesn't work, asRene and I both learned over and over. As simplistic asthis may seem, it must be done before beginning the more dramatic and gratifying process ofcreating large recruiting volume through your power players and teaching them to duplicatethe process. .\"\"Oh come on, Bob!\"
interrupts his wife. We've found our passion. He was a minister at the time and felt that it would be a conflictof interest to call on his church members. Gary and Laurie were horrified, but fearing that they would lose out, they alsosigned up in the new company . To Richard Kall, for being, undoubtedly, the finest mentor and uplineanyone in network
marketing could have. Their distributors don't try to manage everyone; theycontinue to place their emphasis on showing the plan, thereby adding new frontlinedistributors. Full-time networkmarketers recruit for a minimum of two to three years before they can slow down. In fact, were we to doublethe number of stories of success, we still couldn't
possibly elaborate on all the remarkablebenefits to be derived by those who have chosen to participate in this wondrous industry.In network marketing, you persevere or you perish. We aren't like some traditional corporations, such as TWA, who, at the time ofthis printing, haven't given their hardest working employees a raise in ten years, while
theirCEO allegedly continues to earn $3,000 a day. But Mark has always possessed the unique ability tosummarize and encapsulate his business wisdom in easy-to swallow nuggets, delivered withhumor and drama, and honed with a keen and subtle intelligence. The Yarnells' uncanny ability to not only perceive but offer helpful solutions tothe myriad
of obstacles that beset all who attempt to succeed in this industry make it aninvaluable aid.\" - Greg Martin, CEO of ShapeRite Concepts Ltd.\"Mark and Rene are two of the most powerful leaders in our industry. They traveled all over the country spending money they didn'thave to speak at hotel meetings being held by their downline.While serving as
administrators to their organization, they had no time left for such mundaneactivities as frontline recruiting. 125,000 a month! Whew! I can tell you right nowwe are always open-minded to new opportunities, especially when there's that kind ofearnings potential. Andeven worse, by your example you will teach your people to do the same. Here's the
scenario: A new associate is exposed unwittingly to thissystem, spends a few weeks talking five friends into signing up, then the rest of his/her shortcareer consists of attempting to drag those five people over the finish line. Years of experience have taught us that thesingle largest cause of failure results from listening to people who don't know what
they aretalking about.\"Here's the problem: New prospects' friends and family don't know anything about yourcompany or the business of networking. The experiences we share in this book have all happened, if notspecifically to us, then to other leaders who have shared them with us. The second cause of failure results from their NOT listeningto
those of us who do know what we're talking about. This will really make me feelbad—which I so richly deserve.\"Wouldn't you know that I would end up successful, making money, traveling the world,meeting presidents, feeding the hungry. It is the same with our own downline. If we contact a few dozen people each week., rejection is noproblem
because a few will always get involved! Remember this law of balance: Increase thenumber of approaches and decrease the impact of rejection.Susan averaged ten contacts a week in her business because she was working part-timeand had an extremely busy schedule. Of course, if the leader is seen buying-in, the troops will all do the same. And when
law enforcement goes after a buy-in pyramiddeal, we all look bad by association. Afteronly about a month in the business, Mark recruited Dennis and taught him everything heknew, and Dennis then taught David what Mark had shared with him.Mark initially thought he had offended them somehow when their phone calls ceased tocome daily. I had
begged our realtor to help me find a housekeeper because we were entertain-ing so many friends, and our home rapidly became like a bed-and-breakfast. And in spite of the fact that they'll never earn huge incomes, youcouldn't pry them away from this business with a crowbar. I realize that my success will bedirectly related to what I think about the
most and where I direct my energy. Network marketing, which wesee as such a sensitive machine, easily influenced by attitudes, was not a bit impressed withmy emotional and psychological drama. XV IX INTRODUCTIONAccording to Webster’s Dictionary \"to survive\" means to remain alive or in existence,particularly to live on after the death of
others. Here, Mark Yarnell and Rene Reid Yarnell, two of the industry’s most respected and successful professionals, offer you strategies on how to overcome those first-year obstacles and position yourself for lifelong success. Four more weeks of that kind of rejection and shewill be out of the business. But moreimportantly, you are asserting your
obvious leadership, a quality they desperately need toobserve in their mentor before considering joining our industry.\"The first cause of failure occurs when new network marketers listen to people who don'tknow what they're talking about. Set your sights on the goal., strive consistently to meet thesteps outlined in your business plan, and don't look
for excuses. However, if you know exactly what toexpect and you aren't forced to appear foolish by cajoling, deceiving, or pestering thoseclose to you, network marketing, even in the early stages, is quite fun and relatively painless.Preparation and anticipation are both critical.In this book we will prepare you for most of the inevitable first-year
challenges. And we can tell you unequivocally that with their talent, and with all the names intheir Rolodex of reputable entrepreneurs whom they knew on a first-name basis, all they hadto do to succeed was teach the big hitters to begin with their twenty-five prime contacts, doin-homes and \"Go wide fast.\" Those three magic words are synonymous
with building yourfront line, not your depth, as quickly as you can. You rememberhow I explained the cutbacks at my company and how I told you I could actually be one ofthe future fatalities?\"\"Yeah, Bob, but you don't really think after all these years that you could get laid off. Network marketing is intrinsically designed toappeal to everyone. Jeff
and Mary needed to do only two simple things in order to avoid theirproblems and ultimately become successful. It wasa dynamic growing leg of her organization led by a couple, Gary and Laurie, who were self-sufficient with all of the vision, the integrity, and the enthusiasm to succeed at networkmarketing. You've played the video, very clearly and
simply explained the numbersduring your board presentation, handed them some samples, and finally explained thattraining is here at your home next Saturday at 10:00 A.M. You are ready for the closingcomments—comments specifically calculated to call their attention to rejection and assistthem in avoiding it before they are sideswiped. That's why
we get into networking in the firstplace. Mywealth now stands as a testament to a great-grandfather who persevered in everything hedid in a generation which offered no possibility for wealth and time freedom for poor, unedu-cated people. Last yearwe gave away $73 million in food and medicine around the world. what I meen to say eez, she eez
inconceivable!' I felt just as inadequate as that diplomatin my communication skills as I loaded up my truck and went down to the business district toapproach strangers in suits about big money and free time and, let me tell you, they were notat all amused!\"And so I systematically tried everything under the sun to avoid the pain of rejection
includingthe art of managing a nonexistent downline, but it always comes back to taking action andmaintaining a positive open attitude. Readbooks, attend seminars, and listen to audiotapes to enhance your self-image. Net-workers are such caring, sharing, giving, andexcited people, who, like me, are seeking success, peace, and freedom. Seldom,

ifever, has one of life's experiences so touched us at the very core of our beings as didKathy's short message.Kathy has an inner strength, a personal belief, and an unmistakable self-worth that allowedher to rise from maid to millionaire. And in this era, many folks are moreinterested in \"impression management\" than in taking responsibility for their
own lives andcreating financial independence and time freedom.\"So until you've been signed up, made a commitment, and been trained professionally, DONOT, and I mean this emphatically, DO NOT approach your friends, relatives, or even yourspouse with this business until we have taught you how to share this information with them.Some of your
very best \"warm market\" recruits will never join you, no matter how successfulyou become, if you approach them improperly. But we think it's time for them to stop fighting us. Five promised to come to her Tuesday nightbusiness briefing to learn more about this opportunity. You can strive to be well received by those you approach by setting
yourself up for a friendly callback. It doesn't really matter. Everyone I loved had told me no. Avoidance of these dangerousweapons is fairly simple if you begin programming your networking professionals at the verybeginning, literally during the close of the first recruiting meeting. Thanks to network marketing, the cycle is nowbroken.\"The Messiah
ComplexWITH both of us coming from theological backgrounds, we know what it's like to be victims ofthe \"Messiah complex,\" which is very similar to the Management Trap, but with moreemphasis on saving people. None of my forefathers had ever been giventhat option. Overcome your reluctance to offer a quality lifestyle to family and friends.6
Fending Off the Scatter Bomb • Stay focused amidst all the distractions.7 Eluding the Meeting Mines . Subconscious-sadomasochists. Mary's father had virtually disownedthe two of them for embarrassing an \"old money\" family in the Deep South where image iseverything. They have learned the hard way this lesson of trying towatchdog their groups
and have gone back to basics: building a small customer base;prospecting; going wide on their frontlines; working a simple, easily duplicated system out oftheir homes. Networkmarketing begins as a numbers game and evolves into a people business while a legitimateorganization of excited networkers is being built. The new peoplewho whined and
moaned and complained were all out of the business in a few months.Those who have become millionaires did it primarily on their own. Because she was working from her warm market list,she had a high ratio of positive responses. It is the balance of both types of volume, promotional—to propel you into 29 success in the early days—and real—to
stabilize your volume and provide ongoing, residualincome—that results in the long-term success we all desire. Perhaps the single most frequent cause of failure in network marketing is the mistakenbelief that we must manage our downline distributors. But through all the years, Dad supported andencouraged me. Since nobody seems to want to do
this, maybe they know somethingI don't. Unfortunately,Jeff and Mary began managing their organization prematurely and the group decreased insize from 3,000 to 500 people. Again, he leaned on Richard Kall to keep him focused on theimportance of perseverance. XII \"Nothing is more wearisome and draining than self-doubt. I created a cripple of
myown father because, for all practical purposes, I became the director of an adult daycarecenter. For example, let's consider Dennis and David Clifton,brothers from Texas. He has been quotedin Time, Newsweek, US News & World Report, The Washington Post, The Wall StreetJournal, and hundreds of other major publications, and his twenty-six
books have sold over 3million copies in fifteen languages. As he explains, \"I couldn't wait to meet for breakfastwith a man whom I had come to respect and admire. He may have considered working in this industry four orfive times before, but he was never in a \"change\" mode during previous presentations. Promotional volume is extremelyvaluable,
but your business can survive without it. We willdiscuss this more in later chapters. In hindsight I suppose mypronouncement at our 1971 family reunion that I intended to enter seminary and ultimatelybecome a minister really caused him pain. They worked as hard as anytwo people have ever worked in network marketing. She decided it was time to
take action. It can be a rude awakening for a buy-inleader when his check arrives and it's minimal because his company has charged back allreturns from the very angry distributors whom he \"front-end loaded.\"Some network marketers, in their eagerness to get off to a fast start, simply don't understandthis philosophy and will make the mistake of
skipping over the critical step of creating realvolume in their organizations. it was worth it. L. It is in this way that genuine support is given. \"I'm too busy baby-sitting. New marketers will hide behind the need to study the productsmore, or attend a few more meetings, watching how you do it over and over, even thoughthey've already seen it ten
times. In fact, once new distributors finish with their \"warm market\" prospects and enter the\"cold market,\" rejection is one of their greatest allies. or so he thought. As of this printing, not one agency hasyet been created to deal with this problem. Dad was a proud man who always told me that integrity is more important thanwealth and to never do
business with a man - whom you can't trust with a handshake.\"By the time I was a sixteen-year-old sophomore at Glendale High School in Springfield,Missouri, Dad left the field of writing novels and magazine articles to launch an advertisingagency. If the clock of time couldbe rewound, Rene would love to have them all back—\"I had built a close
relationship, bothuplineand downline to Gary and Laurie, and I miss these friendships that were once aregular part of my life.' But once an organization has fallen apart, it is far easier to \"give birth\"to new people than it is to try to \"revive the dead.\"Experience Abroad0 N E of our most graphic examples of the Management Trap occurred when we
opened aforeign market. Don't be taken in by those who teach management asa philosophy of success because it is indeed the very cause of as much as 50 percent of thefailures in our industry. Except for his six year \"political sabbatical,\" Doug Weadhas dedicated his last twenty years to building his organization, as well as researching andwriting
about network marketing. He is receptive tolistening to a new business concept. One of our primaryobjectives in writing this book is to take the \"stealth\" out of your battles so that you can seeyour adversaries well in advance, instead of having them creep up and catch you unaware.But equally important is that once you see the clash coming, you are
equipped with thenecessary skills and tools to win each confrontation and thus survive your first year in MLM.Believe us, in year one, survival is the name of the game. My great-grandfather had been poor and uneducated as had my grandfather, my father, and now me.Poverty, I thought, just ran in the family.\"My wife and children slept silently, and
as I sat contemplating these people I so loved andour uncertain future, a blinding flash hit me. This is a man Bob hasknown since high school. Jewelry associates responded with concern for my sanity. andthose who prosper self-sufficiently deserve all the credit.Mark recalls, \"I remember it feeling like a real slap to my ego the first time Dennis
Cliftonwent an entire month without calling for help. It was the epitome of how a long-distancenetworking organization can succeed. Over time, as I slowly fed this monster, it grew and grew exponentially.\" 'Believe.
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